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HAMAS’ BENEFACCTORS: A NETWORK OF TERROR

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 2014

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA AND
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TERRORISM, NONPROLIFERATION, AND TRADE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.

The committees met, pursuant to notice, at 10 o’clock a.m., in room 2172 Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. The joint subcommittee will come to order.

After recognizing myself, Chairman Poe, Ranking Member Deutch, and Ranking Member Sherman for our opening statements, I will then recognize other members seeking recognition. We will then hear from our distinguished panel of witnesses. And without objection, the witnesses’ prepared statements will be made a part of the record, and members may have 5 days in which to insert statements and questions for the record, subject to the length limitation in the rules.

The Chair now recognizes herself for 5 minutes.

ISIL, al-Qaeda, Hezbollah, Hamas—these are some of the most dangerous terrorist groups out today. Though they have all of their differences, notably different ideologies, different objectives, what they do have in common is that they are all non-state actors who need to get their resources from somewhere.

We are now just 2 weeks into the open-ended ceasefire agreement between Israel and Hamas. In the previous 2 months, Hamas terrorists have fired over 4,500 rockets indiscriminately into Israel, including into its most populated areas such as Jerusalem and Tel Aviv.

Of course, it isn’t forgotten that the start of these attacks coincided with the abduction and murder of three innocent Israeli teenagers. Hamas originally denied its complicity in this heinous crime but last month admitted responsibility, and it is important to note when this admission took place and by whom.

The announcement was made by a known terrorist and Hamas operative in Turkey where he lives openly. This is the same Turkey that is a supposed U.S. and NATO ally that is harboring not just this member of Hamas, but it is known to be harboring several of Hamas’ top operatives.

But harboring these terrorists isn’t where Turkey stops. It provides financial, material, and political support for this U.S. des-
igned foreign terrorist organization and has been doing so for years without repercussions. In fact, in 2011, Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan said, “Hamas is not a terrorist organization. It is a political party.”

But Turkey isn’t the only U.S. ally, or at least U.S. partner, that has been known to harbor Hamas leadership and provide the terrorist group with funds. Qatar, the very same Qatar that the administration entrusted to monitor the Taliban five, who were swapped for Sergeant Bergdahl, and which it recently agreed to an $11 billion armed sale with, has been known to be perhaps the largest financial patron of Hamas.

Not only does Qatar harbor Hamas figurehead Khaled Meshaal, Qatar reportedly threatened to exile him if Hamas accepted an Egyptian-backed cease fire agreement last month. In 2011, the Emir of Qatar was the first head of state to visit Gaza and pledged over $400 million of infrastructure money to Hamas. Qatar funds Hamas’ strikes in Gaza, as well as its project, building terror tunnels from which to attack Israel rather than building up Gaza for the Palestinian people.

The administration took a step to block a recent transfer of funds from Qatar to Hamas terrorists, and earlier this year the Treasury Department openly admitted that Qatar for many years has openly financed Hamas. It is also supporting extremist groups operating in Syria and has become such a permissive terrorist financing environment for all of these groups, and that includes its funding of the Muslim Brotherhood, and, along with Kuwait, has become a major source of funding for ISIL, a threat that must be eliminated.

According to reports, Egypt has charged former leader Mohamed Morsi with giving national security documents to Qatar, and Qatari connections to the Brotherhood are deep and troubling. But the administration has not done nearly enough to curb Qatari support for terror.

We cannot continue to allow Qatari funds to go to terrorist groups, Hamas or any other, unabated and unaddressed. Yet we have been setting the example for the Qatars and the Turks with how the administration is dealing with Iran. Iran has long been a U.S.-designated state sponsor of terrorism and has actively worked to target and undermine our national security interest.

Iranian technology and rockets have been used to launch thousands of rockets further into Israel, placing the majority of the country at risk. And the regime's financial support has allowed Hamas to continue to resupply itself after its stockpiles run low or are destroyed by Israel. Yet for all that we know of the relationship between Iran and these terrorist groups, the administration has ignored this all in its pursuit of its weak nuclear deal with Iran.

In fact, the Iranian regime’s support for terror, its ballistic missile program, or its human rights record, aren’t even on the table in these negotiations. So while we continue to give away the store, we strengthen and legitimize Iran and embolden other actors who see just how naive we truly are being to this threat.

We saw how well this approach worked with North Korea during those nuclear negotiations, and I was one of the first who admonished the Bush administration for its mistake to take North Korea
off the list of state sponsor of terrorism and for the terrible example that it set for future nuclear talks with this rogue regime.

While North Korea continues to circumvent and violate U.N. National Security Council resolutions, like the incident with the North Korean flag vessel and Cuban weapons, or the reports that Pyongyang is seeking to conclude an arms deal with Hamas, it couldn’t be any clearer that it deserves to be redesignated as a state sponsor of terrorism country now.

Some of our allies no longer trust us, and our enemies no longer fear us. If we don’t take immediate and decisive action against those nations that support terror and undermine our national security, especially those that are supposed allies, then we put our interest and our citizens at greater risk.

We cannot allow this support for terrorism to continue. We must cut off the funds that go to Hamas and other terror groups. Only then can we begin to take down those terrorist groups and counter their radical ideologies. It all starts with the ideology. But like a flame without air, these radical ideologies, without money and support, will die out.

I am pleased to turn to my ranking member, my good friend, Congressman Ted Deutch, for his opening statement.

Mr. DEUTCH. Thank you very much, Chairman Ros-Lehtinen. I would first like to express how proud I am of what this committee and the full House was able to achieve in a bipartisan manner during this summer when Hamas waged war against Israel. We passed a resolution that I co-introduced with you, Madam Chairman, to denounce Hamas’ use of human shields as a gross violation of international humanitarian law and a heinous disregard of the basic human rights of the people of Gaza.

We passed another resolution with 166 of our colleagues signing on as co-sponsors making clear to Hamas and the rest of the world that the United States stands firmly and steadfastly with Israel and will support that country as it exercises its right to defend itself from rocket attacks and other terrorist threats.

And I join with many of my colleagues to deliver a message to the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights exposing their concentrated focus on Israel rather than Hamas, the terrorist group willing to sacrifice thousands of innocent lives and endanger millions more. All of these actions and plenty more send a clear sign to the world that Congress stands together in support of Israel’s security and will forcibly respond to terrorists that threaten it. So I would like to thank my colleagues.

As the cease fire and the conflict between Israel and Gaza has taken hold, we have got to face the challenge of addressing this network of support for Hamas. The simple conclusion that we can reach is that Turkey, Qatar, and Iran all played varying roles in supporting Hamas, whether financially, militarily, politically, or a combination.

These countries stood with Hamas as it encouraged families to remain in buildings as human shields, despite repeated warnings to leave by these Israeli military. These countries stood with Hamas as it spent millions and millions of dollars, not on the welfare of the Palestinian people but on tunnels for terrorizing Israeli communities.
These countries stood with Hamas as it shot thousands of rockets into Israel indiscriminately and targeted urban areas full of civilians. These are despicable acts that were permitted to occur with the continued support from this network. And as I stated before, Congress took appropriate measures to condemn these actions, and I believe that the condemnation can be extended back to Hamas’ benefactors.

However, the issue becomes more complicated when you began to zoom out and try to understand the larger regional implications of the conflict and of this terrorist support network. This is where it gets particularly complicated, especially in the context of the Syrian conflict, a calamity that is in desperate need of the world’s attention.

The response to the United States thus far has been mostly humanitarian, with some military support to vetted opposition groups. But a great deal of our on-the-ground involvement in Syria is to Syrians inside the country that comes through its northern neighbor, Turkey. It is with cooperation with the Turkish Government that we and other humanitarian partners are able to continue to use their routes into the country.

These are helpful measures that we need to deliver essential aid to millions of Syrians internally displaced and without access to basic supplies or food. The country has also taken in—Turkey, taken in over 800,000 Syrian refugees fleeing death and destruction.

Turkey is also in a position to play a large role in combating ISIL. The threat to the Turks is very tangible. The group is active not far from the Turkish border. Turkey, a NATO ally, may soon have to deal with ISIL not as a threat to the stability of neighboring countries but to the direct security of that nation itself.

The state has begun to take measures to restrict funds and foreign fighters flowing into Syria and is working to reduce the fuel smuggling out of Syria that helps in part to fund ISIL’s campaigns. Turkey has joined in Secretary Kerry’s announced coalition of states to combat the growing ISIL threat in Syria and Iraq.

However, we cannot turn away from the country’s actions during the Hamas-Israel conflict. Turkey not only stood at the side of Hamas, but then Prime Minister Erdogan made egregious and wildly offensive accusations at Israel, comparing Israeli actions to those of Hitler and the Nazis. These statements make it abundantly clear that now President Erdogan and other Turkish leaders have fully embraced this policy of giving support and political cover to Hamas.

So while complex conflicts like this require a careful approach when dealing with our partners in the region, our policy has to remain explicitly clear toward Iran. Hamas’ military capacity, including arms, rockets, methods of combat, and general funding, is largely provided by Iran. Repeatedly, the Israelis have intercepted shipments of Iranian arms en route to the Gaza strip. Most recently in March of this year Israelis intercepted the Klos C ship carrying 40 M302 missiles, 181 mortars, 400,000 guns. These are weapons that would have undoubtedly been used against Israel.

We must remember that Hamas was able to reach Tel-Aviv, Jerusalem, and other heavily populated civilian centers largely due
to the advanced rockets provided for or funded by Iran. Let me be clear: Any mutual interest that the United States and Iran might have, such as in combating the ISIL threat, will not distract us from our condemnation of Iran's sponsorship of terrorism and our tough stance during negotiations of their nuclear program, nor will it detract from the necessity of preventing a nuclear armed Iran.

We are just now moving away from a turbulent summer during which Israel faced significant threats from a terrorist group right on its border. Countries whose funds, resources, political clout, and vocal public endorsement were used to help Hamas fire rockets into civilian areas, build tunnels, and inflicting pain on innocent families are in some ways implicated for these same crimes.

With things changing every day in the region, requiring new calculations and new strategies, it is important that the United States continue to make decisions based on our national security interest and those of our allies.

I look forward to hearing the testimony of our witnesses today to explain not only the foundation of this network of support for Hamas but the true motivations and interests of these countries and how this information can be used to help shape effective policy decisions here, and I yield back.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you very much, Mr. Deutch.

And now I am pleased to recognize Mr. Poe, because we are doing a joint subcommittee hearing. He is the chairman of our Subcommittee on Terrorism. Judge Poe.

Mr. Poe. I thank the chair. Hamas is a brutal terrorist organization. They are not a state. They are an international criminal organization that preaches hate and practices murder. The Hamas bigoted charter states, “The day of judgment will not come until Muslims fight Jews and kill them. And even stones and trees will call on Muslims to come and kill the Jews.”

Specifically, the charter also calls for the annihilation and destruction of Israel. “Israel will exist and will continue to exist until Islam will obliterate it, just as it obliterated others before it.”

And Hamas has not revised this charter. It has not disavowed parts of it at all. It still refuses to recognize Israel’s right to exist and still calls for the killing of Jews. In 2006, Hamas senior leader Mahad Al-Zahra said that the group “will not change a single word of this covenant.” Hamas invented the tactic of suicide bombing that murdered many Israelis.

In April 1993, Syria’s peace negotiations between Israel and the Palestinian leadership were underway. Hamas hates peace, so it had an operative named Tamom Nablusi drive a van into a parked bus and detonate it. This was the first-ever suicide bombing and it killed a Palestinian and wounded eight Israeli soldiers. Since then, Hamas has been responsible for the murder of hundreds—hundreds of innocent Israelis.

Hamas does not care about the lives or needs of the Palestinians either. As millions of Palestinians suffer from unemployment and the lack of basic services, Hamas spends money of its ill-gotten gain on tunnels and rockets from Iran designated to kill, yes, Israelis. It cannot govern and it will only drag Palestinians further into despair.
During Protective Edge, Israel’s most recent operation against Hamas, the Israelis, in defense of their nation, destroyed or intercepted a majority of Hamas’ rocket supply, maybe as many as 8,000 rockets. The U.N. and the world media faulted Israel for this war. They got it wrong. Hamas is a foreign terrorist organization. It is not a state. Israel acted in self-defense, and all countries have the sovereign right to do it. And we should make it clear that the United States supports Israel in this endeavor.

Destroying rockets will not get rid of this problem, however. Hamas gets shipments of rockets from Iran and makes rockets from dual use material thanks to technology and know-how from Iran. It is only a matter of time before they reload and start firing those offensive rockets again.

To stop Hamas, we must go after its finances and its suppliers, and there is plenty of evidence that Qatar and NATO partner Turkey, in addition to Iran, are the main backers of Hamas. Qatar and Turkey have pledged public and financial support to the tune of hundreds of millions of dollars.

Khaled Meshaal, the leader of Hamas, lives comfortably in Qatar while the Palestinians go hungry. He lives along with a number of other senior commanders. In Turkey, the leader of a Hamas military wing, Qassam Brigades, also lives freely. The actions of Qatar and Turkey have inflamed relations with friendly Sunni Arab countries in the region, like Jordan, the UAE, and the Saudis.

Qatar and Turkey should be held accountable for their actions, not just in Gaza with Hamas, but their support for other Sunni extremist groups. The United States must get tough with Qatar while looking at alternatives for our military bases in Qatar.

Terrorist organizations, including Hamas, use Qatar as a financial clearinghouse. Despite years of U.S. Government urging Qatar to crack down, things have just gotten worse. In Turkey, Erdogan, our Erdogan regime must cut ties with Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood or there is going to be consequences. There are all sorts of illicit financial transactions being processed through Turkey, including Iranian activity designed to skirt sanctions. No one should be surprised.

It is time for the United States Government to wake up and see the Middle East for what it is and what it has become, not what we would just like it to be. If Hamas is going to be defeated, its money flow has to stop. We cannot stop Hamas’ finances by ourselves. We need countries in the region to work with us. If we want peace for the United States and peace for our ally, Israel, we must make our message clear. If you help finance Hamas, there will be significant consequences, and they will be unpleasant.

I hope Qatar and Turkey are listening. No more filthy lucre to finance Hamas. And that is just the way it is.

I will yield back.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you so much, Judge Poe.

Try to top that, Mr. Sherman, ranking member of Terrorism Subcommittee.

Mr. SHERMAN. Thank the chairman and my fellow ranking member for holding these hearings. It is important that we identify the benefactors of Hamas, so that we can effectively deny it material and political support. Keep in mind, Hamas’ strategy is to create
as many civilian casualties as possible on both sides. That is why its rocket attacks are designed to create as many civilian casualties in Israel, and then it uses as its chief political weapon the fact that there are civilian casualties among the Palestinians. Virtually every rocket it sends is a war crime, since its purpose is to kill civilians.

The Israelis admirably have sought to minimize civilian casualties, and they have incurred losses as a result. If Israel had used bunker buster bombs to destroy tunnels, there would have been fewer Israeli casualties, and a lot more Palestinian civilians would have died. Instead, Israel sent in its ground forces, and it is that decision that caused virtually all of Israel's casualties in the most recent war.

We have got to avoid the body bag count method of moral analysis. We cannot assume that whichever side loses the most civilians has morality on its side. By that analysis, Eisenhower is a war criminal, since there are far more German deaths, civilian and military, than there were American.

We know that Hamas has instigated the current conflict by kidnapping the three teenagers and firing rockets. We know that the purpose of the rockets it sent was to kill as many Israeli civilians as possible. For example, an Israeli child is killed by these rockets. It is not a tragic mistake for Hamas; it is a cause of celebration.

The Iron Dome did much not only to save Israeli civilians but to save Palestinian civilians that would have died had Israel engaged in an even more robust response, which would have been necessary had there been more Israeli civilian casualties.

So who are Hamas' benefactors? We have heard them from the other opening statements. They are Qatar and Turkey and Iran. Iran has played a major role. There was a falling out in 2001 over Hamas siding with the anti-Assad forces in Syria. That has been patched up to some degree. But Iran is so preoccupied with other events involving Shiites from Lebanon to Iraq that it has reduced its support for Hamas for both political and economic reasons.

Qatar—it has been described as 300 families and a TV station, 300 families, a TV station, and a ton of petro dollars. Qatar often takes the role of trying to be close with every side of every conflict in the Middle East. They are buying $11 billion worth of our weapons, and they host the forward base of CENTCOM, the al Udeid Air Base.

Their defense depends on us. We took the position during the first Gulf War that we would not allow small oil-rich kingdoms or sheikdoms to be wiped off the map. I don't know if they should assume, given their policies, that that Kuwait Rule applies to Qatar.

Turkey is providing substantial political support and economic support. $300 million was set aside for the Hamas government in 2011, and Hamas allows its “charities” to fund Hamas directly. Pending weapons sales, military-to-military relations, economic sanctions, and the use of financial sanctions and blacklists for charitable organizations are all important levers.

We have to focus not only on what the Governments of Turkey and Qatar do, but what they allow their wealthy citizens to do through trusts and foundations. And I look forward to our wit-
nesses' testimony and their recommendations on how to attack this problem.

I yield back.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. You did a very good job, Mr. Sherman.

Mr. SHERMAN. Well, you set a high standard. You compared me to the gentleman from Texas.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. I know. After Judge Poe, that is tough.

I will now be proud to recognize members for their 1-minute opening statements, and we will just go by the board that is right in front of your screen. Mr. Chabot of Ohio, our subcommittee chair.

Mr. CHABOT. Thank you, Madam Chair and Chairman Poe, for holding this important hearing to take a look at the links between Hamas and its supporters. Hamas required billions of dollars and considerable access to weapons and technology to carry on the nearly 2-month-long war against Israel.

I, and I believe many of my colleagues, believe that the source of Hamas' weapons and financial resources warrants considerable scrutiny. Although the conflict has quieted down for now, I am deeply concerned about the support provided to Hamas by a handful of global actors, despite Hamas' reprehensible policy of maximizing civilian casualties.

And as chairman of the Asia-Pacific Subcommittee, I continue to be concerned about North Korea's support for Hamas and other terrorist groups. I want to, again, thank both of you for holding this hearing, as well as our ranking members, and I yield back the balance of my time.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Connolly of Virginia.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I think there are four things that are pretty clear about Hamas and the situation in Gaza. One, Hamas must abjure its own charter and radically alter its behavior if it is ever going to have any respectable place at the international table.

Secondly, its benefactors need to cut off its financial pipeline right now. Thirdly, the recent violence in the Gaza does show that there is no substitute for a long-term committed, sustained peace process between Israel and its Palestinian neighbors. And, fourth, the United States must remain engaged if we are ever going to end the cycle of violence in the Middle East.

Thank you, Madam Chairman.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Brooks.

Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I defer my time so that we can hear the witnesses.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Kennedy.

Mr. KENNEDY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. And I want to thank the witnesses for their testimony and look forward to hearing what you have to say. I echo the sentiments from our colleagues, very much looking forward to any suggestions you might have about how we can crack down on the financing of Hamas and their sources of income.

And, secondly, what we can try to do to build up civil society there to erode support for Hamas in the long term as well. This be-
came such a challenge because they were able to win an election. They were able to provide government services and give an explanation to the residents of Gaza as to why they should be representing them in government.

What suggestions do you have for us about how we can make that case more explicit as to why that is not so?

Thank you.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Perry.

Mr. Perry. Thanks, Madam Chair. I am just going to reserve time for the witnesses.

Thank you.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Higgins.

Mr. Higgins. Thank you, Madam Chair. Having visited Gaza many times, you are struck with the great potential of that region located along the Mediterranean, a population of less than 2 million, really a beautiful place in the sun potentially, but for the fact that Hamas is in control.

And we see that time and again Hamas is not concerned about the death and destruction that happens in Gaza with some 2,100 lives, 72 percent of whom are civilians. Rather, they seek to exploit Palestinian pain and suffering, and these are the conditions they seek to exploit, not conditions that they seek to end.

So I look forward to today’s discussion with our witnesses, and with that I will yield back.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Clawson.

Mr. Clawson. After watching thousands of rockets fired into Gaza—into Israel from Gaza in the last 50-day war, it is clear that Gaza must be demilitarized. The first step of course is what some of my colleagues have already mentioned so clearly, and that is defunding. And the best way to do that is to follow the money.

I am curious about what banking institutions are involved and how the transactions can even happen. It is not easy to move money across borders, in the Western world in particular. So that is my first question that you all might want to answer for us. And what countries are funneling that money? A lot of that has already been mentioned.

So let us follow the money here today, see what allies of ours are involved, and let us see if we can cut the tap off.

Thank you.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Schneider.

Mr. Schneider. Thank you, Madam Chairman, and thank you again for calling this important hearing. I would also like to echo the words of the ranking member on the hard and good work that this committee, the full committee, did over the summer during the war and look forward to continuing to do that.

As far as today’s hearing, I think it is crucial that we have the opportunity to more deeply understand the support, the vast support network, that is funding and allowing Hamas to carry out its nefarious activities. I think it is crucial that we look for ways to change that network or influence and change the dynamics, so Hamas does come and continue to face the pressures, to alter their strategies and change their calculations.
I would also like to hear from the witnesses today a little more in depth about the vast wealth accumulated by many of the leaders of Hamas while many of the people in Gaza are suffering and living in absolute poverty. But this is a crucial issue, and I am grateful that the committee is having this hearing.

Thank you.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Schneider.

Mr. Duffy.

Mr. DUFFY. I will reserve my time, Madam Chair.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Lowenthal.

Mr. LOWENTHAL. I yield.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you.

Mr. DeSantis.

Mr. DeSANTIS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. Thank you for calling this hearing. It is interesting to me we have heard a lot of members, I think correctly, talk about Turkey’s role in funding Hamas, talking about Qatar’s role, and we see these guys as the usual suspects for what is going on with ISIS, too. You have jihadists pouring into Syria. Where are they getting there from? They are getting there through Turkey.

And so you have a President in Turkey who has aligned his country firmly on the side of the Muslim Brotherhood, and I would say that global jihad is just somebody who is supposed to be a part of NATO. So I think this cries out for more examination. And, of course, Qatar to continue to fund Sunni supremacism throughout the region, it is very much antagonistic to our interest and to the interest of our allies such as Israel.

So thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I yield back.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you.

Mr. Meadows.

Mr. MEADOWS. I would just like to hear from our witnesses the correlation between Hamas’ funding now and how that parallels what we have seen with Hezbollah using charitable organizations, money laundering, et cetera, to fund much of their activity. It seems like the nexus there is indeed Iran, and I would love for you to comment on that.

And I will yield back, Madam Chair.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you, sir.

Dr. Yoho.

Mr. Yoho. Thank you, Madam Chair. I would like to hear from you guys, as we go through this, recommendations on how we can change the dynamics over there. As Mr. Sherman brought out, Hamas’ strategy is to create as many civilian casualties as possible. And with the foreign aid that we give to the Palestinian Authority of $500 million a year, and in their own Resolution 21 and 23 they reward terrorists for creating crimes of terror and killing people, Israeli citizens and American citizens, they pay them a monthly stipend.

I want to hear your recommendations on removing that and if that is—if you guys think that is a plausible thing that we should do. We have put in a resolution to get rid of that, and I would like to hear your comments.

Thank you.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Cook. Thank you.
Mr. Rohrabacher.
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Thank you. I would just like to associate myself with the——
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Microphone.
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Yes. Hello. I would like to associate myself with the profound and passionate remarks of Judge Poe.
Mr. SHERMAN. Especially that filthy lucre. I liked that, Judge Poe.
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. And to wrap up, Mr. Weber.
Mr. WEBER. Let us go.
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. All right. Thank you very much. Thank you to all of our members for a wonderful attendance. We should give out cookies next week, Eddy. This is wonderful. And Mr. Deutch came on time, early even. What? So pretty good. Working on being a Senator, we hear.
So we are so pleased to welcome back to our subcommittee Dr. Jonathan Schanzer, who is vice president for research for the Foundation for Defense of Democracies. Prior to this, Dr. Schanzer served as a counterterrorism analyst at the U.S. Department of the Treasury where he took part in the designation of numerous terrorism financiers.
Thank you so much.
We will then hear from Mr. Avi Jorisch. Mr. Jorisch is a senior fellow for counterterrorism at the American Foreign Policy Council. Prior to this, Mr. Jorisch also served at the Department of the Treasury as a policy advisor in the Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, as well as a liaison to the Department of Homeland Security and as a terrorism consultant for the Department of Defense. Welcome.
And last, but certainly not least, we would like to welcome Dr. Steven Cook. Dr. Cook comes to us from the Council of Foreign Relations where he is a senior fellow for Middle Eastern studies. Prior to this, Dr. Cook was a research fellow at the Brookings Institute and Washington Institute for Near East Policy.
Thank you so much. We are so pleased with our distinguished panel. As I said, your prepared statements have already been made part of the record, and we will first hear from Dr. Schanzer. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JONATHAN SCHANZER, PH.D., VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH, FOUNDATION FOR DEFENSE OF DEMOCRACIES

Mr. SCHANZER. Chairman Ros-Lehtinen, Chairman Poe, Ranking Member Deutch, Ranking Member Sherman, and distinguished members of these two subcommittees, thank you for the opportunity to testify today about Hamas finance.
I should note up front that Egypt, under the Muslim Brotherhood regime of Mohamed Morsi, previously served as a major hub of Hamas finance. But since the ouster of Morsi by Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, the regime in Egypt has delivered a blow to Hamas finance by shutting down some 1,700 smuggling tunnels. This has deprived Hamas of the opportunity to tax its people on smuggled goods and
has encumbered the group’s ability to transfer cash to its own coffers.

With Egypt now under control, there are four other jurisdictions that contribute to Hamas’ estimated $1 billion annual budget, and those countries are Qatar, Turkey, Iran, and Sudan. Qatar is currently Hamas’ ATM. In the words of Treasury Undersecretary David Cohen, Qatar has “for many years openly financed Hamas.” The previous Emir pledged $400 million to Hamas in 2012. Qatar is also the home of many Hamas figures, including Hamas popular leader Khaled Meshaal. During my trip to Doha last year, one expatriate quipped to me that residents of Doha catch sight of Meshaal the way New Yorkers talk of seeing Woody Allen.

Qatar was Hamas’ greatest advocate during the recent Gaza war, and Doha doesn’t stop there. It supports many other terrorist groups, as has already been mentioned, yet we call Qatar an ally and maintain our largest air base in the Middle East on Qatari soil.

Turkey is another such “frenemy.” A NATO ally, Turkey has in recent years become a haven for at least a dozen Hamas figures, including the founder of Hamas’s military wing in the West Bank. His name is Saleh al-Arouri. Arouri recently made headlines when he announced that Hamas killed the three Israeli teens in the West Bank in June. Tellingly, he made this announcement in the presence of Turkey’s Deputy Prime Minister, who was there in the audience.

Reports also suggest that Turkey may have pledged $300 million to Hamas several years ago. But Turkey’s support to terror doesn’t end there. Turkey has maintained a dangerous border policy that has contributed to the rise of ISIS. Ankara has also helped Iran, another Hamas patron, evade sanctions.

Iran’s support to Hamas is a complicated story. While it was once the group’s top patron, Iran’s support to Hamas has declined over disagreements about the serious civil war. However, it is clear that strong military ties continue. The long-range rockets fired by Hamas in the recent war, M302s, were furnished by Iran. Many of the smaller and indigenously produced rockets in Gaza are the result of Iranian technical assistance. More broadly, Hamas’ guerilla capabilities have improved markedly over the years thanks to Iranian arms and training.

Sudan, meanwhile, plays a significant role in the smuggling of larger rockets to Hamas, and this does not get a lot of attention. Iran ships these rockets by sea, and they often arrive in Port Sudan. From there, they are smuggled up through Egypt and across the Sinai Peninsula. Sudan has also stored Iranian rockets for Hamas. Notably, Israel bombed the Khartoum warehouse full of Fajr 5 rockets in October 2012.

Madam and Mr. Chairman, I now offer these recommendations to Congress for consideration.

Number one, support Egypt’s efforts to deter Hamas finance. They are doing more than was expected of them. They deserve our assistance in this regard.

Number two, pressure Qatar to freeze Hamas assets and expel Khaled Meshaal, along with Hamas leaders.
Number three, pressure Turkey to freeze Hamas assets and expel Saleh al-Arouri, along with Hamas leaders.

Number four, Treasury should designate individuals and entities in both Qatar and Turkey that are involved in terrorism finance.

Five, Congress should consider putting a hold on U.S. military sales to Qatar and Turkey until Hamas finance is addressed.

Number six, conduct hearings and demand intelligence assessments of Qatar and Turkey. Both countries are involved in a lot more illicit financial activity than merely supporting Hamas.

Seven, conduct an assessment by the GAO or the Pentagon on what it would take to move the al Udeid Air Base out of Qatar. It is difficult to justify our presence there while Qatar supports Hamas and other terrorist groups.

Number eight, work with our defense and intelligence agencies to use both carrots and sticks to convince Qatar and Turkey to halt their support to Hamas.

Number nine, consider ways to address the problem of terrorism finance through the JPOA nuclear talks with Iran.

Number ten, keep the pressure on Iran through Treasury’s terrorism sanctions. More of those are needed always.

And, finally, we must work with regional partners to block weapons shipments to Port Sudan.

On behalf of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, I thank you for inviting me to testify today, and I look forward to your questions.

Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schanzer follows:]
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Chairman Roy-Lehtinen, Chairman Poe, Ranking Member Deutch, Ranking Member Sherman, and distinguished members of these subcommittees, on behalf of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, I thank you for the opportunity to discuss with you today the state sponsors of the Palestinian terrorist group Hamas.

Hamas poses many challenges in the Middle East. It is one of the primary impediments to peace between Israel and the Palestinians. Its violent attacks have killed hundreds of Israelis over the years, prompted wars, and derailed diplomacy. The group also poses a political and military challenge to the Palestinian Authority (PA), which is admittedly not an ideal partner for the United States or Israel, but is currently the best of a bad lot. It is for these reasons that Hamas’s finances need to be countered.

Tracking Hamas’s finances is complicated. The movement maintains a complex network of charities and front companies across the Middle East and even here in the United States. The way that funds move from one entity to another is typically shrouded from the public eye. But in some cases, particularly when states are involved, Hamas’s financial activities have been exposed. In this testimony, I endeavor to identify the jurisdictions where financial, military, and material support to Hamas is prevalent. I also identify members of Hamas abroad who may hold significant funds in their accounts. I will conclude with several recommendations of possible policy options for the United States Congress and the Administration.

Steps Taken

Before addressing some of the current challenges, it is worth briefly reviewing some of Washington’s successes in battling Hamas finance. The U.S. Treasury has done an admirable job in encouraging Hamas’s ability to raise and move money over the last 20 years.

It began in the Clinton administration in 1995, when the president declared Hamas to be a designated terrorist organization. This was followed by the designation of Hamas in 1997 as a Foreign Terrorist Organization. After the September 11 attacks, Hamas was designated by the Treasury as a specially designated global terrorist (SDGT) entity. The Treasury also scored a major win against Hamas finance here in the United States with the designation of the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, Mousa Abu Marzook (Egypt-based politburo), Ahmed Yassin (Hamas founder, assassinated 2004), and Abdel Aziz Rantisi (Yassin’s successor, assassinated 2004). Treasury in 2003 also


3 "Globes (Israel), July 24, 2014. (http://www.globes.co.il/articles/article/0,19095,75070,00.html)
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targeted five Hamas charities: Comite de Bienfaisance et de Secours aux Palestiniens (France), The Association de Secours Palestiniens (Switzerland), The Palestinian Relief and Development Fund also known as Interal (U.K.), The Palestinian Association in Austria, and the Sanabil Association for Relief and Development (Lebanon).  

Following Hamas’s electoral victory in 2006, Treasury authorized U.S. financial institutions to reject all transactions with members of the Palestinian Legislative Council elected on the Hamas party slate. The list of individuals included more than 100 Hamas members not previously designated, including prominent Hamas officials, such as Ismail Haniyeh and Mahmoud al-Zahar. Treasury also took action against KindHearts, an NGO based out of Ohio, for allegedly financing Hamas.

In 2007, Treasury designated al-Salah Society based in the Palestinian Territories. The charity was accused of financing schools, stores, and the purchase of land for Hamas members. It also employed a number of members of the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades, the armed wing of Hamas. Al-Salah Society was also believed to have a connection to Hamas accounts at Arab Bank – the defendant in a terrorism finance case currently being litigated.

Treasury followed up in 2009 with the designation of an umbrella organization that controlled al-Salah, known as the Union of Good or Ittifaq al-Khair. The group was created by Hamas leadership in late 2000 in order to transfer funds raised by affiliates for Hamas-managed projects in the West Bank and Gaza. The Union of Good employed a number of Qassam Brigade members. The Union also included the Turkish lottila, the IHH, which has now close ties to Hamas (and will be discussed below).

In 2010, Treasury targeted the Islamic National Bank (INB) of Gaza, as well as Hamas’s al-Aqsa TV. Hamas opened INB in Gaza City in 2009 without approval from the Palestinian Monetary Authority and PA. Hamas’s finance office in Gaza subsequently wired INB €1.1 million, which then was paid to members of the Qassam Brigades. Al-Aqsa TV, a vitriolic tool of incitement, was designated as a terrorist entity after the Hamas leadership in Damascus allocated hundreds of thousands of dollars for the station’s budget.

---
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In 2012, Treasury targeted Al-Waqifya and Al-Quds Charities (Lebanon). Both organizations raise money for programs and projects in the Palestinian Territories for Hamas. Al-Waqifya is a member of the Union of Good.

**Egypt and the Collapse of the Syria-Iran Axis**

Despite these efforts, Hamas continued to finance itself with relative ease. But Hamas’s fortunes in recent years have taken a significant hit.

For one, the downfall of the Muslim Brotherhood government in Egypt was a blow to Hamas finance and the movement’s de facto government in the Gaza Strip. Egypt under Mohammed Morsi was a major external base of Hamas operations. One senior Israeli official once called it the “back office of Hamas.” The same official indicated to me that elements of the Brotherhood’s financial network were bankrolling Hamas, even as Egypt’s economy cratered. Egypt was so central to Hamas’s operations, the movement held a round of internal elections in the Egyptian capital.

In the weeks after Morsi’s ouster, the new regime froze the accounts of least 30 Brotherhood figures, including at least one significant contributor to Hamas’s coffers, according to a senior Israeli security official. Although it is possible that some Hamas money remains unfrozen in Egypt, Cairo is still hunting Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas accounts. According to one Israeli report, Cairo-based Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook is currently worth $2-$3 billion. Arab media sources put Abu Marzook’s net worth at $3 billion. It is unclear whether Cairo has seized these assets or if Marzook is under investigation.

The regime of President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi has also destroyed more than 1,639 subterranean smuggling tunnels connecting Egypt to Gaza. The importance of the destruction of the tunnels cannot be emphasized enough. The crackdown has made bulk cash smuggling—the primary way Hamas’s bank accounts can be replenished—extremely difficult. Tunnels also augmented Hamas’s income over the past decade because Hamas taxed the goods that came through them. The tunnels were first created as a means to smuggle weapons into the coastal enclave, but after Hamas conquered Gaza, prompting Israel to impose a blockade, the tunnels became a key artery for a wide range of goods to keep the economy running. Hamas, as Gaza’s de facto rulers,
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reportedly collected at least $365 million in taxes each year from the tunnel trade. During Morsi’s presidency, Hamas reportedly charged Gazans nearly eight times the subsidized price of Egyptian fuel being imported into Gaza. It is also believed that the wealth of Hamas leaders—some of whom may even be billionaires—was primarily derived from the 20 percent tax established on products smuggled through the tunnels on the Gaza border with Egypt.

Ala al-Rafat, the Hamas economy minister, last year told Reuters that these anti-tunnel operations cost Hamas $230 million—about one-tenth of Gaza’s GDP. And that was before another estimated 900 tunnels were destroyed.

All of this came at a horrendous time for Hamas. Until 2012, the faction relied heavily on Iran and Syria for financial support. But the civil war in Syria prompted Hamas to reconsider this relationship. The Hamas leadership left its longtime base in Damascus after the carnage in Syria became too great. The Sunni Palestinian group could not maintain its credibility among Palestinians if it stood by the Assad regime as it killed Sunnis and Palestinians by the thousands. Before Hamas left Damascus, the group’s assets there were estimated at nearly $550 million. But it is unclear if Hamas leaders were able to leave with those funds in hand.

In the end, Iran reportedly cut a significant amount of its funding to Hamas. The relationship between Hamas and Iran is not defunct. Cooperation continues, as noted below. But without as much direct financial support from Iran, Hamas was forced to turn to the Muslim Brotherhood bloc to make ends meet.

Qatar

Qatar appears to have filled much of the void left by Iran. Some of the support it provides is political. During the recent Gaza war between Hamas and Israel, Qatar played a crucial political role for Hamas, pushing a plan designed to benefit the terrorist group above all else. The Qataris angled for a one-sided deal that would have ignored Israel’s security concerns, and pushed for Hamas’s integration in the global economy.

But Qatar’s role is not only a political one. As one Arab diplomat recently told me, “Qatar finances Hamas strongly.” In 2006, shortly after the elections that brought Hamas to power, Qatar offered $50 million to what was then a Hamas-dominated Palestinian Authority

32 Interview with Arab diplomat, Washington, DC, September 4, 2014.
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government. 26 In 2008, Palestinian officials claimed that Qatar provided Hamas with “millions of dollars a month” that was nominally intended for the people of Gaza. 27 In February 2012, Hamas announced that it would sign a deal with Qatar to receive $250 million for reconstruction projects in Gaza, including 5,000 new homes and repairs to 55,000. 28 In August 2012, Qatar was reported to be opening an office in the Gaza Strip to oversee its various construction endeavors in the coastal enclave. 29

More famously, in October 2012, Qatar’s emir pledged $400 million to Hamas during a high-profile visit to Gaza. 30 His was the only visit by a world leader to Gaza after Hamas took it over by force in 2007. While it is still unclear how much of these Qatari funds were delivered, U.S. officials are convinced that Qatar is bankrolling Hamas. In March of this year, David Cohen, Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, confirmed that “Qatar, a longtime U.S. ally, has for many years openly financed Hamas.” 31

After Hamas and Fatah reached a reconciliation agreement in May 2014, Qatar pledged $60 million to help Hamas pay salaries to its Gaza employees. 32 In July, Doha tried to transfer funds via Jordan’s Arab Bank to pay these salaries. 33 Arab Bank, currently battling a lawsuit on charges of financing Hamas, declined to process the payment, reportedly as a result of U.S. pressure.

Qatar is also the home base of Hamas leader Khaled Meshal. Expatriates in Doha speak of Meshal sightings the way New Yorkers talk of seeing Woody Allen. According to Qatar scholar Allen Fromherz, “after Jordan closed the offices of Hamas in 1999, Qatar offered to allow Khaled Meshal and some of his deputies to relocate to Qatar as long as they did not engage in overt political activities.” Fromherz noted that Meshal reportedly “regularly shuttled between Doha and Damascus,” where Hamas’s external leadership maintained its headquarters until 2012. 34 Meshal, it is worth noting, may have parked some of his cash in Qatar. According to a

---

July 2014 report by the Israeli publication *Globes*, Meshal is currently worth $2.6 billion.35 Arab media sources put Meshal’s net worth at somewhere between $2.5 and $5 billion.36 Companies registered under the names of Meshal’s wife, Amal al-Burini, and one of their daughters, are involved in real estate development projects, including a large shopping mall in Qatar.37 Meshal’s money is also reportedly held in Egyptian and Gulf-based banks,38 as well as in a number of real estate projects in Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Dubai, all registered under different names.39

Qatar also plays host to a gaggle of other senior Hamas figures. As part of the 2011 deal for the release of kidnapped Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit, 15 Hamas members released from Israeli prisons were deported to Qatar and are believed to still be operating there.40 Additionally, upon the departure of the Hamas leadership from Damascus in 2012, a significant Hamas cadre of leaders relocated to Qatar.41 Izzat al-Rishq is one prominent member of the Hamas Politburo believed to be based in Qatar. He was deported from Jordan in 1999.42 Hossam Badran, a Hamas Politburo spokesman, is also based in Qatar.43 Talaq Ibrahim Abdulrahman Shari is a member of the Qassam Brigades, also based in Qatar, who reportedly played a significant role in passing money and directives to Hamas in the West Bank.44

**Turkey**

Like Qatar, Turkey was a strident supporter of Hamas during the recent conflict. But it may be a significant financial supporter of the terror group, as well. In December 2011, Palestinian news

---


---
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sources reported that Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, then prime minister of Turkey, “instructed the Ministry of Finance to allocate $500 million to be sent to Hamas’s government in Gaza.” Both Turkey and Hamas denied this, but Reuters\(^{14}\) and the Israeli \textit{Haaretz}\(^{15}\) published subsequent reports citing this number. It is also unclear how much of this assistance was delivered, if any.

Turkey, meanwhile, has not been shy about the other financial and material support it provides to the Hamas government in Gaza. Turkey has provided funds for schools,\(^{16}\) hospitals,\(^{17}\) mosques,\(^{18}\) and other supplies\(^{19}\) to the Hamas regime in Gaza, with additional funds that helped Hamas rebuild after its November 2012 war with Israel. More is expected after this most recent conflict. To be sure, these funds may help the population of Gaza, and that should be welcomed. But Turkey’s rather politicized support also legitimizes Hamas in the process.

As if this were not troubling enough, there appears to be a flow of unofficial funds from Turkey to Hamas. According to an Egyptian publication, Muslim Brotherhood groups sent several million dollars to Gaza to help assist civilians to build their houses destroyed in the recent war on the strip. According to the report, a financial officer from Hamas named Essam al-Di‘ali did not distribute the funds to civilians to build their homes, but rather dispersed the funds to prominent members of the militant group.\(^{20}\)

There is also concern here in Washington over the charity that was behind the 2010 flotilla to Gaza, which led to clashes on the high seas. In or around 2001, the Humanitarian Relief Foundation (HRF) became part of the Union of Good, the aforementioned umbrella organization chaired by the Qatar-based cleric Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi, who is known for encouraging suicide bombings against Israeli civilians.\(^{21}\) The U.S. Treasury Department has expressed its

\(^{12}\) Seed Bannoura, “Turkey To Grant Hamas $300 Million,” \textit{International Middle East Media Center}, December 3, 2011 (www.imemc.org/2011/12/07/)


\(^{16}\) “Turkey Building Hospital in Gaza Despite Difficulties,” \textit{Turkish Daily News (Turkey)}, July 19, 2011.

\(^{17}\) “Turkey To Help Rebuild Mosque in Gaza Strip,” \textit{Haaretz Daily News (Turkey)}, January 12, 2012.

\(^{18}\) \textit{Israel Allows Turkish Food Trucks into Gaza}, \textit{Israel News Agency (Israeli)}, March 7, 2013 (www.israelnewsagency.com/Israel/Newspaper/91599.php?fn=2aDn31p)

\(^{19}\) ""EU has ‘no knowledge’ of any aid to Hamas,"" \textit{As-Safir}, December 10, 2013.

\(^{20}\) ""UNITED NATIONS ANNOUNCES $60M AID FOR GAZA,"" \textit{Ma'an News Agency}, July 25, 2013.

concerns over whether the IHH provided Hamas with material assistance. To date, however, no designation has been issued, and the IHH continues to operate openly in Gaza.

Turkey also serves as the headquarters for the man described as the founder of the West Bank’s Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades. The Israeli news website Ynet reported last year that Saleh al-Aroui “operates out of Turkey, with the backing of the Turkish government.” While al-Aroui’s activities are generally below the radar, it is believed that he is raising funds for Hamas. Last year, the Israel Security Agency (Shin Bet) announced the arrest of two Palestinians involved in smuggling money for Hamas from Jordan to the West Bank. During their interrogation, the suspects ceded that some of the money was being smuggled on behalf of al-Aroui.

Al-Aroui is also believed to be in charge of Hamas’s terrorist operations in the West Bank, despite some claims that he is simply a member of Hamas’s political wing. In January, a senior Israeli military official confirmed this when he told Israel Hayom that Hamas’s recent West Bank operations are “directed from Gaza via Turkey.” More recently, in August, the Israelis announced that al-Aroui was at the center of a plot to bring down the Palestinian Authority government of Mahmoud Abbas in the West Bank. Al-Aroui recruited the leader of the operation, according to reports.

Despite all of this, or perhaps because of it, al-Aroui is held in high regard in Turkey. In March 2012, for example, he was part of a Hamas delegation that took part in talks with Turkish officials, including Erdogan. The following October, al-Aroui joined Hamas political chief Khaled Mashaal for a high-level meeting with Erdogan in Ankara. He is also granted freedom of travel abroad for Hamas activities, including to Gaza and for a recent trip to meet the amir of Kuwait.
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Speaking at an Istanbul conference of a group headed by Yusef al-Qardawi, the International Union of Muslim Scholars (IUMS), al-Aroui announced last month that his terrorist group had carried out the kidnapping and killing of three Israeli teens in the West Bank in June. Interestingly, Hamas had denied its responsibility at the time of the attack. But as the war neared its end, with Turkey’s deputy prime minister in the audience,65 al-Aroui took the opportunity to laud the triple murder as a “heroic operation” carried out by Hamas operatives with the broader goal of sparking a new Palestinian uprising.66

Al-Aroui is not the only Hamas figure in Turkey, either. In 2011, Israel released 10 Hamas operatives to Turkey as part of the prisoner exchange deal with Hamas that secured the release of Gilad Shalit. Among the Hamas figures believed to have gone to Turkey include Mahmoud Atioun and Tayisr Saleimani. Both were sentenced to life terms in Israeli prison for murder. Both men today appear on television and lecture in Turkey and around the world about the merits of Hamas.67

Iran

Qatar and Turkey appear to be Hamas’s top patrons right now. But Iran still plays a huge role. To be sure, Iran and Hamas have grown apart in recent years, owing primarily to the disagreement over the Syrian civil war. But the relationship is still an enduring one. In a July 2014 letter regarding the latest Gaza conflict, Major General Qassem Soleimani, Commander of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Qods Force (IRGC-QF), described the leaders of Hamas as “my dear brothers” and reaffirmed Iran’s support to the terrorist group.68

Iran was one of the early supporters of Hamas. In 1992, Hamas and Iranian officials reached an agreement that led to the formation of a political and military alliance.69 According to FDD’s chairman, testifying in 1995 in his capacity as Director of Central Intelligence, James Woolsey, noted that Iran provided more than $100 million to Hamas from 1988 to 1994.70 In 1993, according to PLO allegations, Iran pledged an annual $30 million subsidy to Hamas.71 Osama Hamdan, a Hamas representative to Iran in 1994, openly gloated that the growing ties between Hamas and Iran came at the expense of the PLO after the latter’s decision to enter into peace

70 http://www.fas.org/irp/world/intell/iran/iran-990522.html
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negotiations with Israel. In 1993, Egyptian intelligence reported that Iran was training up to 3,000 Hamas militants. Iran trained Qassam Brigades fighters in both Sudan and Iran. These fighters often returned to the West Bank and Gaza Strip for commando or suicide operations.

Iranian funding continued through the late 1990s and into the second intifada. But it was not until 2003 and 2004 that the financial relationship deepened. After a series of attacks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia by al-Qaeda, the Kingdom elected to reduce its support to violent groups around the region, including Hamas. This left a vacuum that Iran filled. Beginning in 2004, Khaled Meshal began to coordinate more of Hamas’s military, political, and financial activities out of Damascus. As he did, Meshal also turned increasingly to Tehran for both financing and training.

Iran became even more vital to Hamas’s finances after Hamas’s January 2006 electoral victory and the Western embargo that followed. A Hamas spokesman confirmed that Iran “was prepared to cover the entire deficit in the Palestinian budget, and [to do so] continuously.” The Bonn-2-e- Mortazaafan va Jemaban (Foundation of the Oppressed and War Veterans), a splinter of Iran’s IRGC, reportedly opened its coffers to Hamas, providing critical financial support. During a visit by Hamas Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh to Tehran in December 2006, Iran pledged $250 million in aid to compensate for the Western boycott. Iran is also believed to have assisted in Hamas’s overthrow of the Palestinian Authority in the Gaza Strip in 2007.

In October 2007, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice openly stated her concerns about Iranian support to Hamas during congressional testimony. Rice had plenty of reason to be concerned. A series of Treasury designations in 2006 and 2007 laid bare the extent of Iranian financial support to Hamas. In 2006, Treasury targeted Iran’s Bank Saderat, noting that it was “used by the Government of Iran to transfer money to terrorist organizations, including, Hamas.” In 2007, the Treasury designated the Iran-based Martyrs Foundation, including its U.S. branch (Goodwill Charitable Organization), and described it as “an Iranian parasatatal organization that

---

77 Meyrav Wurmser, “The Iran-Hamas Alliance,” in Focus Quarterly, Fall 2007. (http://www.jewishpolicycenter.org/article/57)
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channels financial support from Iran to several terrorist organizations in the Levant, including… Hamas. Treasury also designated the IRGC-QF, noting material support to Hamas, among others. Finally, a Treasury Department press release from 2007 claimed that Hamas had substantial assets deposited in Bank Saderat as early as 2005 and that Bank Saderat had transferred several million dollars to Hamas between 2006 and 2007.\(^6\)

In May 2008, Asbārāt al-‘Awarāt reported that Iran was set to provide Hamas with $150 million.\(^8\) The following year, Egypt’s then-intelligence chief Omar Salehman reportedly told the United States that Iran provided Hamas with $25 million per month.\(^4\)

There was also a widespread recognition within the Israeli military that Hamas’ fighting capabilities had improved because of Iranian assistance. In March 2008, The Sunday Times reported that “Hamas had been sending fighters to Iran for training in both field tactics and weapons technology.”\(^5\) Equipped with night vision goggles and other specialized hardware, the professionalism of the new Iranian-trained Hamas military led one veteran intelligence office in Israel to admit, “the Palestinians never looked like this.”\(^6\)

Beginning around 2009, Iran also began to increase its efforts to arm Hamas with missiles. The United States received multiple reports of Iranian missile smuggling via Sudan to the Gaza Strip.\(^5\) In March 2011, Israeli authorities boarded the Fakhr ad-din and seized numerous Iranian weapons, including anti-ship missiles, destined for Hamas.\(^8\) During Operation Pillar of Defense in 2012, Hamas fired Iranian-engineered Fajr 5 missiles from Gaza into Israel—an indication that rockets were getting through, despite several successful Israeli interdictions.\(^9\) More recently, in March 2014, the IDF intercepted a Panamanian-flagged cargo vessel identified as the Klos-C carrying M-302 rockets and other “advanced weaponry intended for terrorist organizations operating in the Gaza Strip shipped by Iran.”\(^9\)

---


\(^3\) Iran Pledges To Continue Support Of Hamas.” Asbārāt al-‘Awarāt (Saudi Arabia), May 26, 2008. (http://asbarat.com/2008/05/26/iran-pledges-to-continue-support-of-hamas/) (Accessed via LexisNexis)


\(^5\) Maria Colvin, “Iran Arming And Training Hamas Forces,” The Sunday Times (U.K.), March 9, 2008. (Accessed via LexisNexis)
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During the most recent Gaza conflict, one Iranian official boasted that Tehran is “sending rockets and military aid [to Hamas].”\(^\text{51}\) Another official bragged that the estimated 4,000 projectiles launched by Hamas at Israel during the most recent round of fighting “are the blessings of Iran’s transfer of technology” to the Palestinian terror group.\(^\text{52}\) Hamas also maintains an indigenous rocket-making capability now. The speaker of the Iranian parliament, Ali Larijani, claimed that Hamas gained this capability with the help of Iranian training.\(^\text{53}\) And now, after the fighting has stopped, Iran is threatening to arm the West Bank for the next battle with Israel.\(^\text{54}\)

It is worth noting here that a key figure in procuring Hamas funds and weapons for Hamas is believed to be a man named Imad al-Alami.\(^\text{55}\) As recently as 2013, al-Alami, reportedly met with Larijani.\(^\text{56}\) As Hamas’s representative to Tehran, al-Alami is a known quantity at the U.S. Treasury, which designated him in 2003.

Treasury, it should be noted, continues to target others involved in the Iran-Hamas financial pipeline. In August 2010, Treasury designated Hushang Allahbad, a senior financial officer of the IRGC-QF who “personally oversees distribution of funds to Levant-based terrorist groups and provides financial support for designated terrorist entities including Hamas.”\(^\text{57}\) The following year, the State Department designated Hamas operative Muhammad Hisham Muhammad Isma’il Abu Ghazala, noting his extensive links to Iran.\(^\text{58}\) In August 2013, the Treasury designated four members of Hezbollah’s leadership including Khalil Harb, who is described as “overseeing work of the Islamic Resistance, including assisting with the smuggling of Hamas…operatives from Syria into the West Bank via Jordan.”\(^\text{59}\)

Over the last year, however, designations have trailed off somewhat, but not entirely. This may be due, in part, to the Administration’s reluctance to sanction Iran during the sensitive Joint Plan
of Action nuclear negotiations. For participating in these talks, Iran has received billions of dollars in sanctions relief as an inducement to relinquish its illicit nuclear program.

Sudan

Similar to its relationship with Iran, Hamas has long-standing ties with Sudan. The group’s leaders regularly travel to Sudan to attend conferences, as well as to meet with Sudanese officials. According to the State Department’s annual Country Reports on Terrorism, Hamas fundraises in Sudan and maintains a presence there. Hamas has reportedly established a strong relationship with Sudanese government officials and uses Sudan as a key transit route to facilitate the movement of Iranian weapons to Gaza.

In the 1990s, Hamas maintained offices in Khartoum’s Ammarat district and used Sudanese territory to train its operatives. In 2001, Mearns reported that Israeli and U.S. intelligence believed that Sudan had become a “major haven” for terrorists from a number of Middle East terror groups, including Hamas. According to the report, “Iran transfers money to the terrorists in Sudan, provides Iranian trainers, and maintains regular contacts with Hamas and Islamic Jihad men.” One security source noted, “many Hamas activists know for a fact that they have a place to run to. Therefore, they go to Sudan, where they can move freely.”

In August 2002, Muntasir Tahar Salamah Frej, a Palestinian from Gaza, was arrested by the Israel Security Agency (Shin Bet). The indictment against Frej charged him with receiving bomb-making training in Sudan, under the auspices of Hamas, in addition to a number of other terror-related charges. More recently, in February 2010, multiple sources cited a report on the Lebanese Al-Durar website that alleged that Hamas was training operatives in Sudan to fire rockets. In January 2013, a delegation from Hamas’s Interior Ministry, led by Fathi Hammad,
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visited Khartoum, and reached an agreement that will see Hamas members sent to Sudan for defense training.\(^{108}\)

Sudan’s role as a physical transit point for smuggling operations, particularly to Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula, is especially troubling. According to General Carter Ham, formerly of the U.S. Africa Command, “the most grave concern [regarding Iran in Africa] is the transit of weapons and technology principally, but not exclusively, through Sudan.”\(^{109}\)

In January 2009, Israel tracked a major weapons shipment, which included Fajr missiles, from Iran to Port Sudan. After arriving in Sudan, the weapons were put on a 23-truck convoy that was intended to traverse Egypt’s Sinai and end up in the hands of Hamas smugglers near the Gaza border. Israeli sources, who confirmed that “dozens of aircraft” were involved in attacking the convoy, estimated that the shipment was probably the largest ever from Iran to Hamas via Sudan. In addition, \textit{ABC News} reported that a ship carrying weapons off the coast of Sudan was struck by Israel around the same time.\(^{110}\)

By 2010, Israeli officials learned that Fajr missiles were being “assembled locally after being shipped from Iran to Sudan, trucked across the desert through Egypt, broken down into parts and moved through Sinai tunnels into Gaza.” In addition, they discovered that “the smuggling route involves salaried employees from Hamas along the way, and Iranian technical experts traveling on forged passports and government approval in Sudan.”\(^{111}\)

On October 23, 2012, a series of airstrikes took place at the Yarmouk Industrial Complex outside of Khartoum. Sudanese officials quickly blamed Israel,\(^{112}\) while Israeli officials stayed relatively quiet. Meanwhile, Iran,\(^{113}\) Hamas,\(^{114}\) and Hezbollah\(^{115}\) condemned the strike and Iran soon sent two naval vessels to Sudan to “convey a message of peace and friendship to the region’s...
countries and to provide safety at sea in light of maritime terrorism. It is now believed that the Yarmouk facility was storing Fajr 5 rockets.

Today, Port Sudan is still the preferred hub for the transfer of Iranian weaponry to Hamas in the Gaza Strip. However, because of Egypt’s closure of the tunnels, less is getting through, thus rendering Sudan a less important player in the Hamas rocket pipeline. But, to be clear, this was not by choice.

In the meantime, Sudan appears to maintain a number of Hamas charities. For example, the Beirut-based Jerusalem Foundation International (JFI), which was designated in 2012 maintains a presence in Sudan under the name of “Al Quds International Institution.” In December 2011, during a visit to Khartoum, Hamas’ Ismail Hanieh participated in a conference organized by the JFI. During his speech, he called for additional financial aid and political support.

As an American Enterprise Institute report notes, Hamas is known to operate “a little business empire” in Sudan. One recent item in the Kuwait-based Al Quds al-Arabi alleged that Hamas operates a company known as Hassan and Abed International for Roads and Bridges, based in Khartoum. The company appears in at least one Sudanese business listing. The company reportedly also has an unspecified connection to Abdel Basit Hamza, a former acquaintance of a number of al-Qaeda operatives, including Osama bin Laden.

The Gaza Tycoons Club

On a final note, as these two distinguished committees go about tracking Hamas finance, it is worth noting that at least two Hamas figures in Gaza are believed to have significant sums in their personal accounts. This is in addition to the other purported Hamas billionaires—Khaled Meshal and Moussa Abu Marzook—mentioned above.
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According to a July 2014 report by the Israeli publication Globes, Hamas’s Gaza-based Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh is currently worth approximately $4 billion. Most of his assets are believed to be registered in Gaza under the name of his son-in-law, Nabil, and his 11 other children, as well as in the name of other low-level Hamas officials. All of Haniyeh’s 12 children reportedly have houses in the Gaza Strip worth at least $1 million each. It’s unclear how much of this property was damaged during the Gaza war.

According to the same report, Ayman Taha, who is responsible for coordination between Hamas’s external and internal leadership, has joined the ranks of Hamas’s tycoons. He recently constructed a house in the Gaza Strip worth at least $1 million. Taha allegedly purchased properties and made deals for Hamas in the Gaza Strip, ensuring that Hamas officials received their dividends.

Policy Recommendations

There are some steps that Congress and the Administration can take to continue to hinder Hamas finances.

1. Washington should openly encourage Egypt’s continued operations against the tunnels, and other operations that have hindered Hamas finances. Egypt, in my estimation, has in some ways done more to weaken Hamas financially than the United States and Israel combined. Cairo has done this because it believes it is in the Egyptian national interest, despite tensions with Washington. Egypt should receive our assistance in this area. Egypt can reportedly benefit from additional technical support in uncovering the tunnels along the Gaza border. There may also be other military equipment that Washington can provide.

2. Qatar should be pressured to cease its funding to Hamas. It should be asked to expel Khaled Meshal and the other figures currently based there. Qatar should also be pressed to freeze all Hamas funds in Qatari banks. If they do not, the U.S. should push forward with new Treasury designations, and not only of Hamas operatives. The designation of Qatari institutions where Hamas parks its cash could send a message to Doha that Washington is serious.

3. Another measure Congress could take is to put a hold on the $1 billion arms deal the U.S. recently signed with Qatar. This deal included 24 AH-64E Apache attack helicopters, one
MIM-104F Patriot PAC-3 missile defense system, and 500 Javelin guided missiles. There is also a Boeing deal in the works for three 737 Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) aircraft, not to mention other possible sales. Such deals should be put on hold until Qatar’s financing of Hamas is addressed.

4. Yet another Congressional measure that could pressure Qatar is to order an assessment of the cost and effort needed to remove U.S. personnel from the al-Udail airbase. There are other countries in the region willing to host our military. We should at least see what would be needed to make the transition. This could let the Qatars know how serious we are about their role in financing Hamas, not to mention their support of a host of other violent non-state actors throughout the Middle East.

5. Similarly, Turkey should be pressured to cease its funding to Hamas. It should be asked to expel Salah al-Aroui and the other figures currently based there. Ankara should also be pressed to freeze all Hamas funds in Turkish banks. If they do not, the U.S. should push forward with new Treasury designations. This should include Hamas operatives, front companies, charities, and Turkish banks that contain Hamas accounts. It might also include the IHH, the philanthropy charity that is close to the ruling AK Party and has long been suspected of supporting Hamas.

6. Security and intelligence cooperation is reportedly quite good between Ankara and Washington. Congress and the Administration may be able to work through these various agencies, using both carrots and sticks, to exert pressure on Turkey to halt its cooperation with Hamas.

7. Washington may also have some leverage with Turkey through pending arms sales. Ankara is currently set to receive two 737 Peace Eagle Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) aircraft from the United States. In February, Turkey signed a deal with U.S. helicopter manufacturer Sikorsky to co-produce 109 S-90 Black Hawk Helicopters. In August, the State
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Department approved a $320 million sale of AIM-120C-7 AMRAAM missiles to Turkey.\(^{135}\) Earlier this year, the State Department approved a $170 million sale of up to 48 MK 48 Mod 6 torpedoes to Turkey.\(^{136}\) Turkey also signed a deal for the purchase of six CH-47F Chinook heavy-lift helicopters for $400 million.\(^{137}\) There are a great many other deals in the works.\(^{138}\) They, too, can be put on hold if Turkey does not cooperate.

8. Regardless of what steps are taken, Congress should call for GAO investigations and intelligence assessments of both countries. Dedicated hearings on each country may also be useful. Both Turkey and Qatar serve as U.S. allies while simultaneously qualifying as state sponsors of terrorism, to the letter of U.S. law. And the problems do not end with Hamas. Both countries have been involved in a plethora of illicit financial activity with a wide array of terrorist groups and rogue states. To be clear, the goal is to change the behavior of both countries and to preserve these alliances, if at all possible.

9. While Washington has no pending arms sales to Iran, it may have some leverage with Iran through the nuclear negotiating process. Washington should consider demanding a cessation of Hamas finance as part of a final package in the ongoing JOCA negotiations. Indeed, Iran’s support to a wide array of terrorist groups has received scant discussion during the 10 months of the talks. If the talks are extended yet again, there should be no further sanctions relief granted until Iran has verifiably halted its terrorism support, along with other important concessions directly tied to the nuclear challenge. This is, to put it mildly, a sensitive issue, given how much is at stake with the JOCA talks. But it may be the only leverage America has with regard to Iran’s support for terrorism, outside of traditional sanctions.


10. Regardless of what the nuclear talks yield, Iran’s terrorism finance activities must continue to be punished through sanctions. There appears to be a temptation on the part of the P5+1 to welcome Iran back into the formal financial sector if a deal is reached. This is exactly what Hamas and other terror groups are waiting for. Washington must remain committed to disrupting the Iran-Hamas pipeline, and designate more Iranian entities that finance Hamas. Treasury must continue to enforce the existing sanctions, as well.

11. With regard to Sudan, America lacks leverage after years of sanctions and punitive measures. But two areas of focus could yield some results: the border with Egypt and Port Sudan. If both are monitored more carefully by U.S. intelligence and other allied services, it may be possible to prevent new Iranian weapons and material from reaching the Gaza Strip.

On behalf of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, I thank you again for inviting me to testify before these distinguished subcommittees.
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much.

Mr. Jorisch.

STATEMENT OF MR. AVI JORISCH, SENIOR FELLOW FOR COUNTERTERRORISM, AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY COUNCIL

Mr. JORISCH. Good morning, Chairman, Ranking Members, distinguished members of the subcommittees. I am honored to appear before these distinguished committees to address a subject of great importance to our country and the world. I am also pleased to sit alongside my accomplished colleagues, Jonathan Schanzer and Steven Cook.

One of the most effective ways of countering radical Islamic organizations such as Hamas is to have an exhaustive understanding of their financing in order to cut off their economic lifeblood. It is in the highest interests of the United States to force radical organizations to pay a political and economic price for their barbaric policies and ultimately shut them down.

Hamas’ budget is between $500 million and $1 billion annually. In the last 7 years, Hamas has passed four budgets. In its most recent budget, 27 percent was to come from domestic revenue. The remaining 73 percent was to be covered by foreign donations. It is estimated that Hamas collected about $175 million annually from the tunnels, which served as the main source of their domestic revenue collection.

International aid to Hamas has historically come from U.S.-designated state sponsors of terror, including Iran, Syria, and Sudan. But more recently, Qatar and Turkey have stepped up their giving. From 2006 through 2011, Iran served as Hamas’ largest donor, contributing some $250 million to $300 million annually. Historically, Hamas has provided—I beg your pardon, Iran has provided Hamas with weapons, technical assistance, and military training. But in 2011 there was a near total rupture in the relationship when Hamas refused to support the Assad regime in Syria.

Israel’s operation Protective Edge has brought Hamas and Iran closer, and we are now witnessing a reestablishment of bilateral relations. From 1999 through 2011, Hamas used Damascus as their primary political base of operations. But in 2012, the group announced its support for the Syrian opposition. As a Sunni organization, Hamas decided to support its fellow Sunni jihadis. Naturally, the Assad regime cut off Hamas.

For Qatar, when Hamas lost funding in and support from Syria and Iran, it turned to the other Sunni regional powers, principally Qatar and Turkey. While it is difficult to say precisely how much financial support Qatar provides to Hamas, in 2012, the Emir pledged more than $400 million. Turkey provides strong political support and is also rumored to donate up to $300 million annually to Hamas.

Ideologically, Turkey, above and beyond Hamas’ other donors, has supported the Hamas world view and their barbaric agenda. Ankara also provides comfort and support to some of the organization’s most important leaders. For its part, Sudan has served as a willing waystation for years for any weapons shipped to Gaza. As Dr. Schanzer pointed out, in four instances over the last 5 years,
Israel is reported to have bombed arms shipments and Sudanese weapons factories.

U.S. policy regarding terrorist organizations and their rogue financial supporters has unfortunately been inconsistent, to say the very least. On the one hand, President Obama has waged war against ISIS; on the other hand, he has proven himself open to working with Hamas and concomitantly negotiating with Iran, which may well be the biggest threat of all to Western liberal democracies.

Hamas’ strategy and ideology are almost identical to Sunni groups such as ISIS and al-Qaeda, and Shiite organizations, like Hezbollah and the Clerical Elite, that governs Iran today. Hamas fires rockets from heavily populated areas into Israel’s major cities. It sends its members on suicide bombing missions. ISIS kidnaps and beheads journalists, and Iran is marching toward a nuclear bomb while using terror as an operational weapon.

Madam Chairman, I have three primarily policy recommendations for the subcommittees to consider.

First, the U.S. should cease all disbursement of aid to the Palestinian Authority as a result of the unity government formed between Hamas and Fatah this past June. Reversing years of U.S. foreign policy of not engaging in any way, shape, or form with a designated terrorist entity, Secretary of State John Kerry declared the U.S. would cooperate with the technocratic government.

Two, in light of Qatar and Turkey’s relationship with Hamas, the United States should threaten to blacklist both countries, both for being state sponsors of terror or for disrupting the Middle East peace process. Congress should make clear that any form of financial or material support for terrorist groups such as Hamas violates U.S. counterterrorism laws.

And finally, three, the United States should declare unequivocally that Hamas and al-Qaeda, including its affiliates such as ISIS, are ideologically one and the same and employ similar tactics. The West defeated each of the 20th century’s hostile ideologies using the full panoply of military, economic, diplomatic, and ideological weapons. Today’s greatest challenge—radical Islam—deserves no less attention and a multi-partite attack on so dangerous a threat to the life and principles that we and our allies hold dear.

Thank you, ma’am.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Jorisch follows:]
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Good morning, Ms. Chairman and Members of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs. My name is Avi Jorisch and I serve as a Senior Fellow for Counterterrorism at the American Foreign Policy Council. I have previously served at the Treasury Department’s office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, as a liaison to the Department of Homeland Security and as a consultant for the Department of Defense. I am honored to appear before this distinguished Committee to address a subject of great importance to our country and the world.

One of the most effective ways of countering radical Islamic organizations such as Hamas is to have an exhaustive understanding of their sources of funding in order to cut off the economic lifeblood that enable terrorist operations to function. Today, the Hamas budget is between $500 million and 1 billion annually. These funds derive principally from state sponsors such as Iran, “frenemy” states such as Qatar and Turkey; and from the heavy taxation of Hamas constituents in Gaza. To a lesser extent, the funds come from radical organizations such as Hezbollah, Arab and Islamic institutions that also carry out relief and developmental projects; and private donations through various non-governmental organizations.

It is in the highest interests of the United States, as a liberal democracy, to force radical organizations to pay a political and economic price for their barbaric policies
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and governance, and ultimately, to close them down entirely for all time.
Unfortunately, in recent years, political considerations have progressively displaced or
rolled back the serious progress that had been made on draining the financial swamp
in which terrorists and terror-supporting regimes operate.

As the recent hostilities in Gaza demonstrate, Hamas is a rogue regime that
deliberately seeks civilian casualties on both sides as the major thrust of its military
strategy. The battle being fought by Israel is part of a long-term war that other liberal
societies will ultimately have to fight. Sooner or later, most democracies will face the
same challenge with which Israel is struggling today: how to defend themselves from
ruthless enemies who deliberately place civilians in harm’s way, while also retaining
the basic values upon which open societies are based. It is unlikely that the United
States will avoid this challenge at home: terrorists are carefully monitoring how the
world responds to the tactics employed by organizations such as Hamas in Gaza and
ISIS in Iraq and Syria as part of their future planning.

The challenge, of course, is to make this new kind of war — with its deliberate effort
to ensure civilian casualties on both sides — unacceptable, while protecting the values
that democracies cherish. Certainly, U.S. lawmakers and policymakers have the
highest responsibility to learn all they can from Israel’s experience with terrorist
organizations that seize power.

Brief Background

Hamas, an acronym for “Islamic Resistance Movement,” is a militant Palestinian
Sunni Islamist organization that has governed the Gaza Strip since 2007. Created in
1987, it is the Palestinian wing of the Muslim Brotherhood, and gained notoriety for
multiple suicide bombings and other attacks directed against civilians — including
American citizens — as well as against Israeli military and security forces. Hamas,
however, has also established an extensive network of social services, hospitals,
education systems, and libraries for the Arab residents of the West Bank and Gaza.

A major cause of the latest round of fighting between Israel and Hamas was the
organization’s economic woes and declining revenue. Traditionally, Hamas has had
three sources of funding: taxation of residents of Gaza; taxation of goods entering or
leaving Gaza Strip through Israel or Egypt; and financial largesse from “sugar daddy”
regimes. All three sources have come under heavy fire in recent years.
Israel imposed a blockade on the Gaza Strip beginning in 2007, following Hamas’ rise to power there. The blockade included most exports and imports, which hampered domestic business activity and reduced the taxes Hamas collected. Moreover, since 2007 the Gazan economy has relied on Israel’s permitting a limited quantity of goods to enter and leave the Strip—legal commerce that has been supplemented by a robust smuggling business through Egypt.

When the regime of Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood under Mohammed Mursi fell in 2013, Hamas lost a second vital source of income. During his time in office, Mursi allowed goods and materiel freely to enter Gaza, which enabled Hamas to secure cash and hard goods, in addition to taxing anything that went over land or underground in tunnels. By contrast, the current Egyptian regime, headed by General Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, has shown a strong desire to remove Hamas from power. To that end, the Sisi government ordered the destruction of all tunnels and cut off Hamas economically and politically. Losing this source of income was a catastrophic fiscal blow to Hamas.

Additionally, Iran has traditionally served as one of Hamas’ largest donors. In 2011, however, when Hamas began supporting Sunni jihadis fighting the Syrian regime, both the Islamic Republic and the Assad regime cut off aid. To fill that void, Hamas began relying on Qatar and Turkey.

It is revealing that, even as Hamas was negotiating the latest cease-fire with Israel, its chief demands included economic concessions such as lifting the Israeli blockade, opening border crossings to Egypt and Israel, and building an airport and seaport. Hamas sees economics as the primary means to consolidate power, while Israel views the group’s demands as an attempt to continue importing weapons and thus to perpetuate a long war of attrition.

With the end of hostilities, Hamas has extracted from the cease-fire much-needed political and economic gains that will allow it to revive itself. For example, under the terms of the deal, Israel agreed to open border crossings and allow humanitarian assistance and building material to enter Gaza. Additionally, the fishing zone off the coast of Gaza has now been extended to six miles. For its part, Egypt agreed to open
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the Rafah crossing between Gaza and Sinai. Sami Abu Zuhri, a Hamas spokesperson gloatingly declared, “We announce the victory today after achieving our goals.”

Budgets from 2009-Present

Any analysis of Hamas’ finances must focus on the organization’s budget. When it seized control of the Gaza Strip in 2007, Hamas took responsibility for some million and a half Palestinians. With each passing year, it has submitted an ever-larger budget to its legislative council. Not surprisingly, these budgets have lacked transparency, accuracy, or professionalism.

Before 2007, Hamas’ budget was estimated at about $4.5 billion per month. Its first budget following its 2006 electoral victory was submitted in 2009 and valued at $428 million. In 2010, it grew to $540 million; in 2011, to $630 million; and in 2012, it reached $769 million. Its 2013 budget, the last submitted, was for $897 million.

The last budget submitted projected $243 million in domestic revenue, or 27% of the total. The estimated deficit of $654 million, equaling 73% of the total, was to be covered by foreign donations. Each budget principally consists of four items: wages, operating expenses, social welfare programs and development projects.

Going through the motions of passing a budget are part of an attempt by the organization to secure international recognition and prove that it is managing the Strip in a professional manner.


3 Throughout the last four years, Hamas has been widely off the mark in its projected budget figures both for expenses accrued and actual revenue spent. For example, in 2012, projected revenue was $173 million, whereas actual revenues were $221 million. In 2013, projected expenditures were estimated at $669 million, but actual spending did not exceed $445 million. According to Omar Shaban, founder and director of Paltalk for Strategic Studies, a Gaza-based “think-and-do-tank,” these numbers reflect either a lack of professional experience in setting budgets or a deliberate effort to overestimate expenses in order to secure additional financial support from the international community. “Hamas Budget: a Small Step Toward Transparency.” AlMonitor, January 21, 2013. Available online (www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/201301/hamas-budget-transparency.html).
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**Domestic Revenue**

The draconian Hamas tax regime provides a window into how the organization has been able to maintain power and provide its constituents with basic government services, while funding the construction of smuggling tunnels through which goods and weapons were transferred.

It is estimated that Hamas has collected about $175 million in annual tax revenues from the tunnels, which are a main source of domestic revenue collection. Prior to 2007, tunnels were built to smuggle weapons to the Palestinians. Since the imposition of the Israeli blockade, they have also been used to import food, medicine, cigarettes, building materials, cash-filled bags, and drugs. Some of the tunnels were crudely built; others were sophisticated and included rail tracks and fuel pipes.

Some of the most lucrative—and heavily taxed—items coming through the tunnels appear to have been fuel, gravel, cement, and steel.

- **Fuel:** In Egypt, a liter of gasoline costs approximately 1.6 NIS (New Israeli Shekels, the currency used in Gaza), while in Israel, a liter costs 7.5 NIS. Hamas would reportedly buy its gasoline in Egypt, smuggle it into Gaza, and charge 3 NIS per liter in taxes alone. At roughly 4.5 NIS a liter, Gazans considered it to be a bargain.

- **Building Material:** According to *TheMarker*, an open-source financial newspaper in Israel, smugglers paid Hamas 20 NIS ($5.83) for each ton of cement, 10 NIS for every ton of gravel, and 50 NIS for every ton of steel. These materials alone reportedly netted Hamas up to 4.2 million NIS per month ($1.2 million).  

**State Sponsorship**

International donations to Hamas and arms for the organization have historically come from U.S.-designated state sponsors of terror, including Iran, Syria, and Sudan. But more recently, “frenemy” states such as Qatar and Turkey have stepped up their
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2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
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giving, thus providing an important lifeline in aiding and abetting Hamas' ability to engage in terror.

Iran/Hezbollah

The Iranian government, a U.S.-designated sponsor of terrorism, has for years used state-owned banks, an array of front companies, and other deceptive techniques to evade the controls of responsible financial institutions and support radical Islamist organizations such as Hamas, Palestinian jihad, and Hezbollah. From 2006-2011, Iran served as Hamas' single largest foreign donor, contributing some $250-$300 million annually. ⁸

Historically, Iran has served as Hezbollah's primary enabler of terrorism. In addition to money, Iran has provided weapons, technical assistance, and military training to Hamas. This all-inclusive package of support strengthened the organization's military capabilities as well as enriched its government bureaucracy.

In 2011, there was a near-total rupture in the relationship, caused by Hamas' refusal to support the Assad regime in Syria, an adherent of the Islamic Republic's radical policy. Moreover, Assad's Alawite sect is a loosely affiliated offshoot of Shia Islam, the dominant strain of Islamic belief in Iran. Hamas, a Sunni organization, actively supported the Sunni jihadis fighting Assad.

As a result of this rift, Hamas removed its permanent representative from its embassy in Tehran, and Iran stopped the flow of funds to Hamas and significantly reduced the flow of arms.

Traditionally, Iran has viewed Palestinian extremist organizations as an integral part of its “axis of resistance” against Israel. Both the Islamic Republic and Hezbollah in Lebanon have supported Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad to gain a foothold in the Gaza strip and thereby establish a strong base of support there.

Israel's Operation Protective Edge, which began in earnest in early July 2014, has brought Hamas and Iran closer and we are now witnessing a significant re-establishment of bilateral relations. Iran's Supreme Leader, Ali Khamenei, has once
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again called for arming the West Bank and Gaza, which senior Iranian officials and policy analysts on both sides of the Atlantic interpret as an operative directive to resume military aid to Hamas.

Iran's support for radical organizations is a direct continuation of its policy to use terror as a tool against Israel and the West. In the months ahead, it is all but certain that the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and specifically, its Qods Force, will increase contact with and support of Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad.

Syria

Since Hamas' founding in 1987 and particularly since the late 1990s, the group has received extensive moral, political, material, and to a small degree, financial support from Syria. Additionally, its top military brigade leadership received extensive military training there. Syria served as critical base for Hamas, without which the organization could not have operated effectively for many years.

Beginning in 1999, the group's leadership began using Damascus as its primary base of operations. Until the outbreak of the Syrian civil war in 2011, the organization's highest decision-making body, the Political Bureau, operated in Syria. Additionally, Khalid Mashal, the political leader of Hamas, lived and operated in Damascus until he fled to Qatar in 2012.

After the outbreak of the civil war in 2011, Hamas members began leaving Syria and distancing themselves from the Assad regime. In 2012, group officials announced its support for the Syrian opposition, which prompted the Syrian government to kill some Hamas leaders still in the country and to close all local Hamas offices. Finally, in 2013, Hamas was reported to be training the opposition Free Syrian Army.

Qatar

For years, Qatar has been attempting to raise its profile as a major regional player. Fundamentally, Qatar is interested in power. To that end, it will do business with
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anyone that serves their interest, be it al-Qaeda, Hamas, Israel or the United States. They have also maintained a major rivalry with Saudi Arabia and have a propensity to engage in anything that will overshadow their giant neighbor. In line with Qatar’s regional aspirations, it serves as an operational headquarters for Hamas and is home to the group’s most important leader, Khalid Mashaal.

When Hamas lost the funding and support of Syria and Iran, it turned to other Sunni regional powers, principally Qatar and Turkey. Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Israel, and other Middle Eastern states have accused the two of undermining regional security by supporting this radical organization. While it is difficult to say precisely how much financial support Qatar provides to Hamas, in October 2012, Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani, Qatar’s emir at the time, pledged more than $400 million.

Politically, Qatar has been indispensable to Hamas. In addition to serving as the group’s chief negotiator with Israel, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and the United States in the recent Gaza hostilities, Doha has played a key role in strengthening the relationship between Hamas and various European countries. It has also acted as a mediator between Hamas and Jordan, arranging a meeting in January 2012 between Khalid Mashaal – who was banished from Jordan in 1999 - and Jordan’s King Abdullah II.12

Turkey

Turkey serves as Hamas’ other strong Sunni ally, second only to Qatar. It provides political support and is rumored to donate up to $300 million annually to Hamas.13 Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has been a staunch supporter of Hamas, propelling the organization throughout the international arena. Ideologically speaking, Turkey, above and beyond Hamas’ other donors, has supported the Hamas worldview and their barbaric agenda.

Ankara also provides comfort and support to some of the organization’s most important leaders. For example, Saleh al-Arouj, a founder of the Hamas military wing, the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades, both reside in Turkey. According to Israeli
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intelligence, Hamas' Turkish office is responsible for directing, funding, and providing
the organizational infrastructure for terror activity in the West Bank. The Turkish
office also serves as a hub for converting European students who are members of
Muslim Brotherhood associations into members of Hamas.14

Sudan

For years, Sudan has served as a willing way station for Iranian weapons shipped from
the Islamic Republic to Hamas in Gaza. In four instances over the last five years,
Israel has reportedly bombed these arms shipments and Sudanese weapons factories.
In 2009, Israel struck a truck convoy with arms destined for Hamas, and in 2012, it hit
an arms factory. This past March, Israel intercepted the Klos-C, a ship carrying arms
for Hamas, just off Port Sudan. And in June, Israel bombed a Sudanese long-range
arsenal storing missiles intended for Hamas.

Conclusions

There must be no accommodation with radical Islamic terrorist organizations. U.S.
policy regarding terrorist organizations and their rogue financial supporters with
Islamist agendas has, unfortunately, been inconsistent. On the one hand, President
Obama has waged war against ISIS. On the other hand, he has proven himself open
to working with Hamas and concomitantly negotiating with the Islamic Republic of
Iran, which may well be the biggest threat of all to Israel and the West.

Hamas' strategy and ideology are almost identical to those of the Sunni ISIS and al-
Qaeda, as well as of radical Shiite organizations, including Hizballah, the IRGC, and
the clerical elite that governs Iran today. Each of these groups is attempting to force
Western liberal democracies into a lose-lose situation by rejecting the basic norms of
warfare, which are intended to protect civilian populations. Hamas fires rockets from
heavily populated areas in Gaza into Israel's major cities and sends its members to
engage in suicide bombing, while groups such as ISIS kidnap and behead journalists.
Iran is marching towards a nuclear bomb while using terror as an operational weapon.

It appears that Israel and the region as a whole are destined to face this deadly
challenge for the foreseeable future. And despite the complacency and even hostility
to Israel in some democracies, sooner or later, even those far from the Middle East
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will confront the very danger Israel has faced this summer. Hamas, Hezbollah, their patron Iran, al Qaeda, and other jihadi groups are sworn enemies of the West and of all liberal democracies. They are constantly seeking ways to undermine the strength of the free world. Forms of aggression first used against Israel have inevitably been turned against other countries: airline hijackings, suicide terrorism, and now, the use of civilians as human shields.

Ultimately, liberal democracies must realize that it is in their own interest to make it at once more difficult and more expensive for illicit actors to operate. It is time to recognize the threat posed by radical Islam and take the necessary steps to pursue those who have the motive, the opportunity and the capacity to harm us all.

Policy Recommendations

1. **The US should cease all disbursement of aid the Palestinian Authority as a result of the unity government formed between Hamas and Fatah.** This past June, after seven years of bitter fighting, Fatah and Hamas formed a historic unity government. Reversing years of U.S. foreign policy of not engaging in any way with a designated terrorist entity, Secretary of State John Kerry declared that the U.S. would cooperate with the technocrat government. Secretary Kerry vowed that the U.S. would closely monitor its compliance with the Quartet’s principles of non-violence, recognition of Israel, and acceptance of the previous agreements. As the recent Gaza hostilities demonstrate beyond a shadow of doubt, Hamas has no intention of adhering to a single one of the three aforementioned principles.

2. **In light of Qatar and Turkey’s relationship with Hamas, the United States should threaten to blacklist the two, both for being state sponsors of terror and for disrupting the Middle East peace process.** Turkey’s NATO membership and the Al Udeid US military base in Qatar have been cited as pretexts to do little to stop these countries’ support of Hamas. Congress should make clear that any form of financial or material support for terrorist groups such as Hamas violates U.S. counterterrorism laws. In fact, Executive Order 12947, issued on January 23, 1995, specifically prohibits Americans from engaging in transactions with Hamas, naming it as one of several terrorist groups that “threaten to disrupt the Middle East peace process.”

3. **The United States should declare unequivocally that Hamas and al Qaeda, including its affiliates such as ISIS, are ideologically one and the same and employ similar tactics.** Today’s wealthiest Islamic republics — Saudi Arabia, Iran and Sudan — and their consistent funding
of terror demonstrates the reason we must take the ever greater problem of radical Islam seriously. These three regimes account for the vast majority of funding, ideological support and protection for terrorist organizations and jihadis around the globe. The West defeated each of the 20th century’s hostile ideologies using the full panoply of military, economic, diplomatic and ideological weapons. Today’s greatest challenge—radical Islam—deserves no less serious a multi-partite attack on so dangerous a threat to the life and principles that we and our allies hold dear.
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Mr. Cook. Thank you, Madam Chairman, Ranking Members, members of the subcommittee for inviting me here to appear before you to discuss the important issue of Hamas' Benefactors: A Network of Terror.

The focus of my testimony will be the underlying political and philosophical reasons why Hamas enjoys support from Qatar and Turkey in particular. I will leave the financial issues to my two colleagues, Avi Jorisch and Jonathan Schanzer.

Let me begin with Qatar. Qatar's support for Hamas is consistent with its populist approach to the region, which is part of Doha's broader effort to establish and reinforce its policy independence from larger and more powerful actors, especially Saudi Arabia.

Qatar's $400 million investment in Gaza in 2012, at a time when Hamas was moving away from Syria and Iran over the Syrian civil war, should be viewed in a similar light to Hamas'—to Doha's $8 billion investment in Egypt from the time Hosni Mubarak fell through the ouster of Mohamed Morsi, and its support for certain groups in Libya, an effort to leverage its vast wealth to purchase influence around the Middle East.

The fact that the Qataris have tended to use their resources to support Islamist groups does not necessarily indicate that they share the violent world view of Hamas and other groups. Rumors about the former Emir, Hamad bin-Khalifa al Thani, being in support of the Muslim Brotherhood aside, it is more likely that the Qataris miscalculated the effect and extent of political changes in the region.

Like observers in the United States, Europe, Turkey, and the Arab world, Doha drew the erroneous conclusion that popular movements that brought changes in the Middle East had paved the way for new Islamist political groups in the region. That being said, believing that Islamist political movements would dominate regional politics as a result of the Arab uprisings is qualitatively different from support for Hamas, however.

Doha maintains without any irony that the sanctuary that it provides for Khaled Meshaal and others is a humanitarian issue. It also maintains that it plays an important role as a facilitator of communication between the Hamas leadership and other regional actors. This claim would be more compelling if the Qataris demonstrated they could actually influence Hamas leaders.

This isn't necessarily to excuse anything that the Qataris have done. It is not hard to notice the cynicism of Qataris who have used Khaled Meshaal's presence in Doha, their overall relationship with Hamas, as part of this broad regional competition with the Saudis, the Emiratis, and in particular now the Egyptians.

Although there is a certain propaganda value to giving Meshaal so much airtime on Al Jazeera and holding Qatar out as a defender of so-called Islamic rights in Palestine in contrast to other regional
powers that implicitly support the Israeli war effort, Palestinians and Israelis suffer in the process.

Let me now turn my attention to Turkey. On a superficial level, Turkey is an unlikely supporter of Hamas. It is a NATO ally, an aspirant to EU membership. It has long had relations with Israel, and it maintains a secular political order. But there are five important reasons why Turkey is a supporter of Hamas.

First, there is broad public support among the Turkish public for the Palestinian cause. This doesn’t mean that Turks support Hamas, broadly speaking. But it has allowed the ruling Justice and Development Party to ally support, legitimate support, for Palestinian rights with support for Hamas.

President Erdogan and the party from which he comes, the party’s rank and file, are all anti-Zionists. Their history, their philosophy, their world view is steeped in anti-Zionism. In February 2013, in fact, then Prime Minister, now President Erdogan declared Zionism as a crime against humanity.

Third, the Justice and Development Party has long harbored what can only be described as a peculiar soft spot for Hamas. Party leaders and activists are quite open about the fact that they see themselves and their history reflected in Hamas. They built a narrative linking the Turkish Islamist movement’s struggle against a repressive state and elite with Hamas and its conflict with Israel and the Palestinian Authority.

Fourth, Turkey’s foreign policy activism under the Justice and Development Party has placed an emphasis on Muslim solidarity. Hamas and its conflict with Israel falls into the category of a Muslim cause, and is, thus, deserving of Turkish support.

And, finally, the strategic vision of Turkey’s new Prime Minister, Ahmet Davutoglu, who previously served as Foreign Policy Advisor to the Prime Minister, and then, since 2009, as the Foreign Minister, requires support for Islamist movements around the Middle East, including Hamas.

Davutoglu, quite simply, believes that a state system based on nationalism and political institutions that trace their lineage to the West is fundamentally unsustainable in Muslim societies. If Turkey is going to lead the region, Ankara must do so as a Muslim power in cooperation with Islamist groups like Hamas.

Well, what should the United States do about this? In the context of the current regional environment, it does not lend itself to the United States taking tough actions against either Doha or Ankara. I will remind you that the President is about to announce a strategy for combating ISIS which will no doubt involve both Turkey and Qatar.

Hamas isn’t going to lay down its arms against Israel, at least not in the short time horizons that policymakers have to deal with. Destroying Hamas, at least in the short term, is not even in the interest of Israel. The best answer that the United States—itis to put itself in a position to actually pressure on its allies, Qatar and Turkey, to place, in turn, pressure on Hamas.

How can the United States possibly do that? First, the Obama administration has been far too solicitous toward both countries, especially Turkey. There have been denunciations from the podium in the State Department and other places of Erdogan’s heated rhet-
oric during the recent war, but nothing from the President or the Secretary of State.

Congress has been relatively silent on both Qatar and Turkey. During the conflict this past summer, four Members of the Congressional Turkey Caucus wrote a strongly worded letter to Prime Minister Erdogan, but other than that the Congress has not had much to say on the heated rhetoric coming from Anakar in particular.

We should not allow a coming set of delegations to go to Turkey to register U.S. disapproval. There is a tremendous interest among the Obama administration to engage with the new Prime Minister of Turkey. I think that this is a mistake that is unlikely to move the Turks away from Hamas.

The suggestion that we should somehow dismantle the al Udeid Air Base is a long-term solution to a much bigger problem that Qatar presents. Unfortunately, policymakers must be realistic. The U.S. does not have the means to make support for Hamas costly in either Turkey or Qatar. We will have to accept these relations for the moment while working over the long term to go after the financing of Hamas, to build up the Palestinian Authority against Hamas, and to make the impression on our allies that support for Hamas will, over a long term, have consequences here in the United States.

Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Cook follows:]
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Madam Chairperson and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the invitation to appear before you to discuss the important issue, “Hamas’ Benefactors: A Network of Terror.” The 50 day war between Israel and Hamas, which killed 2,174 people including an estimated 1,466 civilians, the vast majority of whom were Palestinians, cost billions of dollars and traumatized two populations, has focused attention once again on the Islamic Resistance Movement (now universally by the group’s Arabic acronym, Hamas), its worldview, capabilities, and its patrons. It is my privilege to testify before you today about this last issue, specifically the relationship between Hamas and the governments of the Republic of Turkey and the State of Qatar.

The ties between these American allies and Hamas—a terrorist organization—contribute to instability and violence. Under political, financial, and military pressure from Israel, the United States, the Palestinian Authority, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates, Hamas has found relief in support from Qatar and Turkey. This has helped instill Hamas with confidence to defy the formidable group of powers that opposes the group, though there is no direct evidence that either government counseled Hamas to reject Egyptian cease-fire proposals during the recent conflict. As disturbing as the robust bilateral ties that Hamas maintains with Doha and Ankara it will be difficult for the United States to undermine these relations. There is a logic to the Qatar-Hamas and Turkey-Hamas relationship that benefits Qatari and Turkish regional interests. In the latter case, there is what can only be described as a strange affinity for Hamas within Turkey’s ruling Justice and Development Party. There is a lot to dislike about Hamas’ relations with the Qatars and the Turks, but we should recognize that the conduct of foreign policy is a complicated and often messy affair. Keeping that in
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mind, there is a potential benefit to these relationships: American officials might find it useful to leverage these ties to communicate with Hamas during times of crisis. There are, of course, problems with this approach (discussed in detail below), but these channels may be the least costly way—in terms of human lives—to stop or prevent rockets from falling on Israel and the inevitable Israeli response.

I will focus my testimony on the underlying political and philosophical reasons why Hamas enjoys support from Qatar and Turkey, the two cases I know best.

**Qatar**

Since the mid-1990s, the Qatari leadership has sought to use the vast natural resources at its disposal to advance Doha’s influence well beyond both its modest physical size and small population. A year after Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani deposed his father and installed himself as Emir in a bloodless palace coup, Qatar launched al Jazeera. The network quickly captured the attention of the Arab world with its mission to tell the news through Arab eyes. The decidedly populist bent and thinly-veiled Islamist sympathies of the network’s commentary combined with an unapologetic view of politics and society throughout the Middle East—with the notable exception of Qatar—proved wildly popular in the region much to the dismay of Arab leaders. A staple of al Jazeera’s programming, especially the talk shows that were modeled after those on American cable news networks, was criticism of the United States, its support for Israel, and its overall approach to the region. It is important to note that al Jazeera also broke a regional barrier when it included Israelis, notably government officials, in its reporting on regional issues. At the same time, Doha sought to develop closer links with Washington, constructing an Udeid air base in 1996 to host American forces that were forced to depart from Saudi Arabia. It was from this base that the United States Central Command prosecuted the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and from where American commanders will manage any future conflict in the Persian Gulf. However, contradictory these policies may seem to be, they were critical to achieving the Qatari leadership’s goal of transforming the country from a sleepy backwater to an independent, regional player.

Qatar’s support for Hamas is consistent with its populist approach to the region, which is part of Doha’s broader effort to establish and reinforce its policy independent from its larger and more powerful neighbors, especially Saudi Arabia. This has become the sine qua non of Qatar’s foreign policy. It is in this context that the Qatari has provided Hamas political, diplomatic, and financial support. In 2012, when Hamas began to distance itself from Damascus and Tehran over the conflict in Syria, the Qatars took advantage of this opening, offering $400 million in assistance to Gaza. This was similar in ways to the $8 billion that Qatar provided to Egypt in the period between the ouster of Hosni Mubarak in February 2011 and that of Mohammed Morsi in July 2013, and Doha’s support for the Libyan Islamic Movement for Change, whose leader played a role in the military campaign against Muammar al-Qaddafi. Taken together these investments represent Qatar’s effort to leverage its resources to purchase influence around the Middle East. The fact that the Qatars have been willing to use their resources to support Islamic groups does not necessarily indicate that the country’s leaders share a worldview with these groups.

There have been rumors that the former Emir, Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, is a member of the Muslim Brotherhood, which would explain his sympathies for Hamas. These stories should be handled with great caution, however. They surfaced after the July 2013 coup d’état in Egypt and can be traced back to stories in the Egyptian press most of which is overtly hostile to Qatar. Without ruling out an ideological affinity between the Qataris and Hamas, it is more likely that the Qataris miscalculated the effect and extent of political changes in the region. Like observers in the United States, Europe, Turkey, and in the Arab world, Doha drew the erroneous conclusion that the popular movements that wrought changes in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Yemen, and that
threatened regimes in Syria and Bahrain had paved the way for the emergence of a new Islamist political order in the region.

Believing that Islamist political groups would dominate regional politics as a result of the Arab uprisings is qualitatively different from support for Hamas, however. Doha maintains without irony that the sanctuary it provides for Khaled Meshal is a "humanitarian issue" and that Qatar plays an important role as a facilitator of communication between the Hamas leadership and other regional interlocutors, presumably the United States, Israel, Egypt and other Arab actors. The latter claim would be more compelling if the Qataris demonstrated that they could actually influence Hamas leaders. Despite the widely held belief in Washington, Jerusalem, and Cairo that the Qataris scuttled Egyptian cease-fire proposals, the evidence for this claim currently remains rather thin. It is based on a single, unnamed source in the London-based daily, al Hayat, which was subsequently picked up by Haaretz, the Jerusalem Post, Times of Israel, and the Egyptian newspaper, al-Maiamar.

It is likely that the relationship between Qatar and Hamas is more complicated than has been portrayed. In the last three decades of existence, Hamas has demonstrated that it is an independent actor, capable of calculating its own interests and pursuing its own goals regardless of its patrons' wishes. The organization's rejection of the Egyptian sponsored cease-fire likely had more to do with the quality of those proposals and the way Hamas leaders define their political and military objectives than diktats from Qatari officials. This is not to excuse Qatar's behavior. It is hard not to notice the cynicism of Qataris who have used Khaled Meshal's presence in Doha and the overall relationship with Hamas as part of its regional competition with the Saudis, Emiratis, and Egyptians. Although there is a certain propagandistic value to giving Meshal so much airtime on Al Jazeera and holding Qatar out as a defender of Arab and Islamic rights in Palestine in contrast to other regional powers that implicitly supported the Israeli war effort, Palestinians and Israelis suffer in the process.

Turkey

Turkey seems like an unlikely patron for Hamas. It has been a NATO member since 1952, an aspirant for membership in the European Union, and maintains an officially secular political system that is designed in part to prevent the emergence of the kind of Islamist group that Hamas represents. Turkey recognized Israel in 1949, though did not upgrade to ambassadorial level until decades later. Despite the presently tense relations between Jerusalem and Ankara, the two countries enjoy well-developed economic relations. Traditionally, the Turks have positioned themselves as a neutral party in the Arab-Israeli conflict, using good relations with all the parties to advance peace.

This was a role that Ankara took up with considerable vigor after 2002 when the Justice and Development Party (AKP) came to power. The Turkish government remained largely faithful to this neutrality until early 2006. It was in February of that year when Khaled Meshal visited Ankara. There then-Foreign Minister Abdullah Gul, other senior foreign ministry officials, and party leaders hosted the Hamas leader at the AKP's headquarters. At the time, the Turks maintained that the visit was consistent with their effort to forge peace between Israelis and Palestinians and argued that they counseled Meshal to recognize Israel's right to exist.

After Israel's Operation Cast Lead in late 2008 and early 2009, Turkey's position has shifted from that of an interested, but neutral party to a patron of Hamas. Then-Prime Minister Erdogan was outraged over both the loss of Palestinian lives during the invasion and the then-Prime Minister Ehud Olmert's failure to warn the Turkish leader of the coming hostilities during an official visit to Ankara just days before they began. This was deeply embarrassing for Erdogan who was made to look either complicit with the Israeli incursion or too weak to stop it. Yet the reasons for Turkey's shift are deeper than Erdogan's pique over a particular Israeli military operation and into five broad categories:
There is broad public support for the Palestinian cause among the Turkish public. This does not mean that Turks are necessarily predisposed toward Hamas and its worldview, though some clearly do share its worldview. Rather, the Turks have generally demonstrated sympathy and support for Palestinian efforts to achieve statehood. This genuine and sincere support has nevertheless made it possible for the AKP to elide support for legitimate Palestinian rights with support for Hamas.

President Erdogan, the AKP leadership, and the party's rank-and-file are anti-Zionists. The outlook of the Milli Gorus (National View) movement from which the AKP emerged has long harbored hostility to Israel. When the Justice and Development Party came to power it jettisoned the anti-Western shibboleths of Turkey's Islamic old guard from whom Erdogan and Abdullah Gul broke when they formed the AKP in August 2001. There was also some hope that as a reformist, modernizing party it would reject anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism as well. To Erdogan's credit, after the November 15, 2003 Istanbul bombings that targeted the Bet Israel and Nee Shalom synagogues, the Turkish government responded forcefully denouncing the bombings, reiterating the importance of Turkey's Jewish community to Turkish society, and apprehending the perpetrators. In 2005, both Erdogan and Abdullah Gul separately visited Israel. Erdogan visited the Yad Viashem Holocaust Memorial, confirmed 17 new joint military projects, and invited Ariel Sharon to visit Ankara.

In the almost decade since his visit to Jerusalem, however, Erdogan has remained true to the political and philosophical traditions that have guided the AKP and its predecessor parties. The Turkish leader declared that Zionism is a "crime against humanity" in February 2013. The tense relationship between Turkey and Israel is not solely Erdogan's responsibility, however. Ehud Olmert miscalculated in not appealing to Erdogan for Turkey's assistance with Hamas and Gaza rocket fire prior to launching Operation Cast Lead. Moreover, the May 2010 Mavi Marmara incident was an egregious violation of international law, which left Turks and a Turkish-American crowd.

The Justice and Development Party has long harbored what can only be described as a peculiar soft spot for Hamas. Party leaders and activists are quite open about the fact that they see themselves and the history of their party reflected in Hamas. They have built a narrative linking the Turkish Islamist movement's struggle against a repressive state and elite with Hamas and its conflict with Israel and the Palestinian Authority. The very fact that Hamas won a free and fair election in 2006, the results of which the United States, Israel, and the EU refused to recognize reinforces this "we-were-once-like-Hamas" account of the party's history. As a result, the AKP leadership regards itself as uniquely qualified to mentor and moderate Hamas.

What makes the party's effort to link its own history with that of Hamas particularly strange is how at variance it is with the Justice and Development Party's rise to power and its own professed worldview. Turkish Islamists were routinely repressed from the time of the Republic of Turkey's founding through four coups d'état between 1960 and 1997 and countless other efforts on the part of state elites to ensure the security of Turkey's secular political system. Yet even with the significant pressure of the state, from the time of the founding of the modern Turkish Islamist movement in 1969, its political parties have participated in politics, joining coalition governments in the 1970s and leading a short-lived government in the mid-1990s. After each round of repression that in the Turkish context meant banning political parties and certain politicians, Islamist parties quickly returned to the political arena under new names and after a period of time their leaders were often also allowed to return. Turkish Islamists never took up arms against the state. This stands in sharp contrast to Hamas, which places a premium on violence in the effort to achieve Palestinian rights.
• Turkey’s foreign policy activism under the Justice and Development Party has placed an emphasis on Muslim solidarity. As a result, Turkish diplomacy is active in traditional areas like the Balkans and the Middle East, but also Africa, where there are large Muslim populations. From the Turkish perspective, Hamas and its conflict with Israel falls into the category of “Muslim cause” and is thus deserving of Turkey’s support.

• The strategic vision of Turkey’s new prime minister, Ahmet Davutoğlu, who previously served as foreign minister and foreign policy advisor to the prime minister requires support for Islamist movements, including Hamas. As the Turkish academic, Behlul Ozkan, makes clear in an influential article in the journal Survival, Davutoğlu’s vision of a strong, powerful Turkey, leading the Muslim world is essentially an Islamist one. Davutoğlu believes that a state system based on nationalism and political institutions that trace their lineage to the West is fundamentally unsustainable in Muslim societies. If Turkey is going to lead the region, Ankara must do so as a Muslim power in cooperation with Islamist groups.

U.S. Policy

The Qatari and Turkish relationships with Hamas pose a policy problem for American policymakers on a number of levels. First, both Doha and Ankara are important to the United States in other arenas. As noted above, Qatar’s al Udeid air base is critical to supporting U.S. military operations in the region, which given the threat of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria may ramp up again. Second, Turkey is also critical to managing the conflicts in Syria, Iraq, and, as a member of NATO with the second largest military in the alliance, will surely play a major role in confronting Russia over Ukraine. Finally, there is an undeniable logic, which Secretary of State John Kerry clearly recognizes, of exploiting the ties between Hamas and Qatar as well as between Hamas and Turkey as means to communicate with the organization. As noted above, in the abstract this is the least costly way of stopping or preventing further bloodshed, but there are practical problems with this approach. Neither the Qatars nor the Turks have proved that they can decisively influence Hamas.

Policymakers must also ask themselves what is it that the United States wants when it comes to Hamas? There is not an easy answer to this question. Of course, Americans would like for it to renounce violence and commit itself to peaceful coexistence with Israel, but this is altogether unlikely in the short time horizons in which policymakers exist. The best answer is that the United States wants to put itself in the best position to apply pressure on Hamas to cease rocket fire into Israel and abide by post-cease-fire “rules of the road.” If that is what Washington wants then the way in which the Qatars and the Turks conduct their relations with Hamas is manifestly unhelpful, relieving pressure on the group rather than maximizing it.

As a result, broader strategic considerations should not preclude Washington from registering its disapproval with Doha and Ankara. Cooperation with Qatar and Turkey in other realms does not require quiescence when it comes to Hamas. Unfortunately, Washington does not have as much leverage with either Qatar or Turkey on this issue unless policymakers want to take the drastic step of designating both allies supporters of terrorism. It is wise to take because it would hurt U.S. interests.

Recommendations

1. Recognizing what little recourse they have, American policymakers can still register their disapproval. The administration has been overly solicitous of both allies, in particular Turkey. The President and/or

the Secretary of State must make clear publicly Washington's disapproval of the ties Doha and Ankara maintain with Hamas. This should not be left to spokespeople from the Department of State or the National Security Council. Although these dedicated professionals communicate the U.S. government's positions and policies, I am afraid that public censure will only register with the leaderships of the countries if they are done at the highest levels. There is not much else that can be done regarding Qatar, which is in a position of relative strength given the importance of al Udeid to the United States military.

2. Congress has been silent on both countries' relations with Hamas. The United States may have little leverage with the Qatars, but that does not mean that Congress should refrain from making its views known. During the fighting in Gaza, the co-chairs of the Congressional Caucus on U.S.-Turkish Relations and Turkish Americans conveyed a sharply worded letter to then-Prime Minister Erdogan for "remarks... widely viewed as anti-Semitic and are most definitely anti-Israel," but there has been no Congressional statement or any other action related to Turkey's robust relationship with Hamas. Absent the Obama administration willingness to hold Ankara accountable on this issue, there is clearly an opportunity and need for the Congress to do so.

3. Specifically regarding Turkey, there is interest across U.S. government agencies, notably the State Department, Defense Department, and Commerce Department, in engaging with the new Davutoglu government in Turkey. One notable example is the planned late September visit to Turkey by the President's Export Council. The Secretary of Commerce is slated to lead a delegation with other senior officials from her department. This visit and other visits should be canceled to register Washington's disapproval of Turkey's relationship with Hamas. Although the AKP (and virtually every other political party in Turkey) traffics in anti-Americanism, these visits are valuable to the Turkish leadership, which regards them as a sign of U.S. approval of the policies of both the government and the party. The Obama administration regards these visits as an opportunity to engage Turkey's new prime minister. Yet Davutoglu's vision is in part the intellectual framework for Turkey's overall problematic approach to the Middle East, which includes good ties with Hamas.

Policymakers should be realistic. Registering American disapproval over the relationship between Qatar and Hamas and Turkey and Hamas is unlikely to alter policies in Doha or Ankara. These ties serve both Qatari and Turkish regional interests. Unfortunately, Washington does not have the ability—primarily because the United States needs Qatar and Turkey on other policy issues—to make these relations costly for Doha or Ankara. More than likely the United States will have to accept this reality and try to use the ability of these government to communicate with Hamas in an effort to establish a stable, less violent relationship between Israel and the Gaza Strip.
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much.

I will start with the questions and answers. Dr. Cook, I find your testimony troubling. You said, “We will have to accept these relationships.” And in your testimony you state that the U.S. has little to no leverage over Qatar or Turkey, pointed to repeatedly the al Udeid Air Base in Qatar as giving Qatar the position of relative strength in U.S.-Qatari relationship, yet Dr. Schanzer and Dr. Jorisch point to this as a point of leverage in favor of the U.S.

You state, “There is not much else that can be done regarding Qatar, which is in a position of relative strength given the importance of Udeid to the United States military.” The United States may have little leverage with the Qatars about Turkey. Your recommendation is that the Secretary of Commerce should cancel a visit.

And you state, “Unfortunately, Washington does not have the ability, primarily because of the United States needing Qatar and Turkey on other policy issues, to make these relations costly for Doha and Ankara. More than likely, the United States will have to accept this reality.” That is pretty depressing, and I think that we do have a lot of leverage.

Giving Qatar support for terrorist groups—Hamas, ISIL, the Muslim Brotherhood, and others—it is very—in its very contentious relationship with some of the Gulf nations, I would ask the gentlemen if there is a way of leveraging what we have, plus our relations with the Gulf nations to press Qatar to abandon its support for terror. If so, why, and why has the administration taken the position of appeasing Qatar instead of condemning it for supporting terrorism.

And the latest events in Gaza have rehashed the problem of appeasing Qatar instead of the Unity Palestinian Authority government. And thank you for pointing out how we have got to make sure that that divorce happens. What is Hamas’ role, and what will it be? Hamas has no intention of recognizing Israel or making peace with the Jewish state. It is a U.S.-designated state sponsor of terrorism.

There are laws on the books—I was the author of one—that would preclude any U.S. funds from going to any Palestinian Government that included Hamas. Thank you for your recommendations about cutting off funding.

And, Dr. Schanzer, you have done extensive research into the Fatah-Hamas relationship. And as you answer your questions from members, because I won’t have enough time, I hope that you will further explain those financial ties between the Palestinian Authority and Hamas, and whether it is possible that U.S. money has indeed been going directly to Hamas, or indirectly.

We know that Hamas used to get a lot of its money from taxing goods that entered Gaza from the smuggling tunnels, and they taxed residents also of Gaza, and of course from its patrons like Turkey and Qatar. We also know that it receives funds from other sources, like front companies and charities, and Mr. Meadows had asked about that.

The Treasury has done a pretty good job of countering Hamas’ fund-raising activities, but more can still be done. If you could at times that our members will ask questions, somehow walk us
through the network of charities and front companies and how this money finds its way into the hands of Hamas.

But let me just, in my remaining 1 minute, have your take on whether we do have leverage or not over Qatar and Turkey.

Mr. CHANZER. Madam Chairman, thank you. I would say that we do have leverage. I think that, number one, to conduct an assessment of what it would take to leave al Udeid and to create a new base, whether in—I have heard options such as the UAE or Erbil or perhaps other places where we know that allies would be interested in doing this.

I think even alerting the Qataris that we are interested in having these assessments done, either by the GAO or by the Pentagon, I think would send the exact right message to the Qataris that they will not enjoy the protection of the United States forever, so long as this relationship continues with Hamas.

The other thing that I would note here is that we know that there are entities within the Qatari Government or within—that are based in Qatar, Qatari nationals, that are involved in supporting Hamas. We have to date not designated them. This could send shockwaves through the Qatari financial system. It would be a signal to banks around the world, to countries around the world, that Qatar has been tainted in the support of this terrorist organization. We have done this in the past with other terror groups and other countries—

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. I am sorry. I am out of time.

Mr. SCHANZER. Sure.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. And I would just point out, one last note, that the Qatari Foundation, or whatever they call themselves these days, was one of the sponsors of the Congressional baseball game. Shame on us. With their name in lights, yikes. So we should start pointing fingers at ourselves.

Mr. Deutch is recognized. Thank you.

Mr. DEUTCH. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I am just going to pick up where you stopped, Dr. Schanzer. You have—the panel has spoken about the budget. We have often focused on charities, but the specific focus on Qatar and their contribution to somewhere between a $500 million and $1 billion annual budget, how does the money flow? Where does it go? What banking institutions does it go through? And compare that to the way that we treat the banking system when it accepts the money of other terrorist groups, so that we might get some guidance on how to proceed from a policy standpoint, Dr. Schanzer.

Mr. SCHANZER. Sure. Ranking Member Deutch, this is a difficult question to answer, and I think that is primarily because it is not like Hamas is settling up at the end of the year with Ernst & Young and declaring how they move their money. I mean, this is—obviously, this is a clandestine terrorist organization.

We have some hints about how some of this money is moved. For example, there was the recent attempt to transfer $60 million from Qatar to the Arab Bank in Jordan. They of course declined that transaction. This was just a couple of months ago once the Unity government had been forged, and that was turned down.

We also have been aware of a practice known as bulk cash smuggling through the tunnels connecting the Sinai Peninsula to the
Gaza Strip. This is a very fancy way that Treasury describes basically carrying suitcases or trash bags full of cash under those tunnels to replenish the banks in the Gaza Strip.

There is all sorts of money laundering, over invoicing, under invoicing, sort of classic money laundering techniques, as well as perhaps even some straightforward transfers with bank accounts that appear to be legitimate with connecting countries. So there is lots of different ways that Hamas moves this money, but a lot of it is dealt in cash and that—but I should just note that this is the result of Treasury's successes.

We have driven Hamas' finances underground, and to a certain extent we are now victims of our own success because it has made it harder to track.

Mr. Deutch. Right. But, Mr. Jorisch, $500 million or $1 billion, that is a lot of plastic bags and suitcases. I mean, how do we track it?

Mr. Jorisch. Ultimately, I agree with Dr. Schanzer. Much of the cash is going through the tunnels or was going through the tunnels, but ultimately the way the banking sector works is setting up correspondent bank accounts.

Ranking Member Deutch, I don't know where you bank, but let us assume your account is at Citibank. Just like you have an account at Citibank, Citibank has correspondent accounts all over the globe. It is called the correspondent account. Qatar has correspondent accounts all over the globe, including having Qatari financial institutions that have correspondent accounts here in the United States.

If we really wanted to send shockwaves through the Qatars and Turkey, simply say to them, “Your financial institutions have to go through an added level of due diligence when going through the U.S. financial sector.” One, FINCEN, part of the Treasury Department, could issue a financial advisory that simply states, “Qatar and Turkey are helping Hamas and other terrorist organizations launder their money,” also sending shockwaves through the financial sector.

And, finally, leveraging international organizations such as the U.N. and the Financial Action Task Force, which is the international body for money laundering in terms of finance, and have our U.S. delegation push them to add them to specific lists, basically ensuring that their access to the international financial sector is hampered.

Mr. Deutch. I appreciate that. I just have 1 minute left, Dr. Schanzer.

So, Dr. Cook, let me just ask you, you talked about regional competition. You talked about Qatar trying to announce its policy independence from Saudi Arabia. Can you—just in the remaining time I have, can you speak to the relationship between Qatar and the other nations that it is trying to separate itself from? And why is that happening? And, ultimately, how does that rift play into our hands of trying to stop the flow of funds to terrorist groups?

Mr. Cook. Thank you very much for the question, Ranking Member Deutch. Qatar is engaged in a competition with the larger, arguably more powerful countries in the region. In particular, it has a pathological problem with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. There
has been an effort over a long period of time, but over the last w
decades in particular, in order for the countries to establish their
independence. Al Jazeera and its kind of unfettered look at the rest
the region is part of reinforcing that independence.
Funding groups that are not approved by the Saudis, the
Emiratis, on the other hand of an issue, is a way in which the
countries have sought to pursue a populist foreign policy and a way
in which it has sought to reinforce this independence. That is, in
part, the reason why the countries have invested as much as they
have in, for example, Hamas, although all of the money that—this
$500 million to $1 billion budget does not all come from the
Qataris, not to excuse their behavior.
But as Dr. Schanzer pointed out, the Treasury has been success-
ful in literally driving Hamas underground. A good portion of that
budget comes from smuggling under tunnels on the Sinai frontier
in which Hamas collects taxes. There is an argument to be made
that if you didn’t have those tunnels, and you opened up those bor-
ders, Hamas would suffer financially because they wouldn’t be able
to tax at the kind of rate that they have.
But, nevertheless, it is a policy conundrum for the United States
and others how to go—exactly go out there. Do we try to shut down
the tunnels? It increases funding for Hamas. How do we deal with
Qatar, a country that in the short run, as we are about to under-
take additional military operations in Iraq, as we are about to
leave Afghanistan, as we are about to potentially expand military
operations that include Syria, a place from which we are going to
prosecute hostilities in the region.
I will remind you and the members of the subcommittees that it
was in 1996 that the United States abandoned its bases in Saudi
Arabia, because the Saudis kicked U.S. forces out of the Kingdom.
And it was in Qatar that the countries built this facility for the
United States.
So over the short run, in the next months or years, abandoning
operations at al Udeid are not feasible, and that is why this lever-
age that we are talking about is not as great as it seems in the
abstract.
Thank you.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you very much.
Pleased to yield to our subcommittee chair, Mr. Poe, Judge Poe.
Mr. Poe. Thank you, gentlemen. I appreciate especially the fact
that all of you not only have answers, you have plans, excellent
ideas on a plan. Excellent. I thank you for that. We ought to take
them all and implement as many as we can.
There is a couple of things that I see. One, direct money going
to Hamas, and then indirect money from the United States going
to Hamas, and I would like to talk about the second one first.
The United States gives money to the Palestinian Authority. Is
that correct? The Palestinian Authority uses money to pay terror-
ists who are in jail in Israel, and the more serious the crime that
this terrorist, Hamas terrorist, has committed against Israel or
Israeli citizens, the more money they get. Is that true? You can say
yes or no or explain. We will go down the row.
Mr. Schanzer. It is a bit more complicated, Chairman Poe. In
light of the most recent Unity government that was created, as I
understand it, the PA knew that this was going to be a problem, and it was—and in order to head off that problem they moved the office that deals with this to the PLO and got it out of the hands of the PA.

The PLO is of course not within the jurisdiction of the United States. We don’t fund it. We don’t have much influence over it. And, in fact, their funding is a black box. We don’t—you know, we still don’t know where it comes from. And so it is my understanding that they have moved the financing of these people who are now sitting in Israeli jails to the PLO.

Mr. Poe. So, but the Palestinians—Palestinian Authority does not pay it, the Palestinian—who pays that money to Hamas terrorists who are in jail? I know they get paid to go to prison because they have committed a terrorist act. That is kind of——

Mr. Schanzer. So we believe right now that it is the PLO, although I think it is still not clear. It is not exactly as if the Unity government has had time to take form and for the bureaucracies to have shifted. The intent was back in I guess it was April or May when the Unity government was formed, the intent was to move it over to the PLO. It would be an interesting question right now to query the PA to find out whether they have in fact moved that or if it still sits within the PA.

Mr. Poe. All right. Mr. Jorisch.

Mr. Jorisch. And I would counter by saying money is fungible, sir. And when money goes from the United States to the PA, ultimately you are swapping out one dollar for another. We are by happenstance—not even by happenstance, but we are funding these activities from taking place.

Mr. Poe. And I am speaking specifically about paying Hamas terrorists to be in prison. And the more serious the crime, the more money they get. Is that correct? Are they paid by the Palestinian Authority or the Palestinians for these terrorists when they are in jail in Israel?

Mr. Jorisch. They are paid by—as Dr. Schanzer pointed out, originally they were paid by Hamas. And the Unity government came into place, these funds may have moved to an outside entity. But ultimately when they commit terrorist attacks, yes, their families are paid a significant sum of money on a monthly amount. Yes, sir.

Mr. Poe. Do you find that a bit alarming?

Mr. Jorisch. I find it more than alarming. I find it disturbing and reprehensible.

Mr. Poe. And the more serious the crime, the more people maybe they kill, the bigger—more amount of money they get for themselves or their family. Is that correct as well or not?

Mr. Jorisch. The larger the crime, the more they get?

Mr. Poe. Yes.

Mr. Jorisch. I can’t say that I know, sir.

Mr. Poe. Anybody else can answer that? Dr. Cook, do you know?

Mr. Cook. I am going to do something very un-Washington-like and say I do not know, sir.

Mr. Poe. Thank you very much. Qatar and Turkey, what approximately is the percentage of money that Hamas receives from these two countries? So their operating expense is—they have 100
percent. How much of that 100 percent is from Qatar or from Turkey? And Turkey, excuse me.

Mr. SCHANZER. Well, if you add up the annual $400 million that we believe has been pledged by the Qatars, and perhaps the rumored $300 million provided by the Turks, then you are looking at $700 million out of what was roughly a $1 billion budget. And this actually goes to—I want to just briefly——

Mr. Poe. Is that 70 percent?
Mr. SCHANZER. That would be 70 percent. Yes, sir.
Mr. Poe. Okay.

Mr. SCHANZER. I am no math major, but I would actually just note, and this was—I wanted to add this on to my response to Mr. Deutch, that we believe that because of what has happened in Egypt that budget has dropped precipitously. That it could be now that Hamas is operating on a $300 million or even $350 million budget, I mean, we are really—we are talking about now 35 percent, using that math again, of that original budget.

That is significant, and in many ways that could have been the reason why they launched this war, to basically fight for the ability to have those tunnels either reopened or to have the border opened. That may have been their strategy. In fact, according to some former colleagues of mine, that is exactly what they decided to do after that Arab Bank transfer was declined.

Mr. Poe. How many tunnels are there or were there?
Mr. SCHANZER. Well, there have been 1,700 that have been shut down on the EU border.

Mr. Poe. Okay.
Mr. SCHANZER. Thank you very much. I yield back.
Ms. ROSE-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Sherman of California.
Mr. SHERMAN. Did you say 1,700?
Mr. SCHANZER. I did.
Mr. SHERMAN. Glad our record is clear. One other thing to clarify for the record, and that is that just because we have a military base in Qatar does not mean we have to defend that regime or that country. And last I heard, we have a base in Guantanamo. I know some members of this committee who do not believe that we should defend the Cuban regime from whatever external or internal threats it faces. You know, it wouldn’t be a bad thing to get rid of the al Thani family and keep the base.

We have got a proposed $11 billion military sale, looking at the weapons that Qatar is acquiring in that transaction, but their overall military posture. Are they posturing themselves to defend themselves from an attack from Iran, from Saudi Arabia, or to project power outside their own borders?

Mr. SCHANZER. I should just say up front—I will be very un-Washington, too—I am not a military expert. But I can tell you that we have an analyst working on this to compile the list. And point number three of my testimony on page 16, it is the full list of the military deals that are pending, the $11 billion.

Some of this material will be used certainly for defense, the ability to shuttle forces quickly to the spot of an attack, anti-missile batteries, things of the like, but also Apache attack helicopters, which have dual use.
I would not propose right now to say that the Qataris are looking to go on the offensive in the region. I think they are trying to upgrade their military to——

Mr. SHERMAN. Thank you. Do the other witnesses have a comment on that? I would point out that the UAE appears to be involved in bombing Libya, and so small countries can project power. In light of Qatar’s support from Hamas, should we be approving and proceeding with this $11 billion sale? Dr. Cook? Maybe I could get a yes/no from all three of you.

Mr. COOK. I don’t think we should be proceeding with the sale. No.

Mr. SHERMAN. Mr. Jorisch?

Mr. JORISCH. No, sir. I don’t think we should be proceeding with the sale.

Mr. SHERMAN. Mr. Schanzer?

Mr. SCHANZER. Nor do I.

Mr. SHERMAN. One of the difficult things is there seems—there is general support for providing aid to the people of Gaza, and those people are held hostage by, and any dollars—Hamas—any dollar that goes into Gaza could be grabbed by Hamas.

Now, I would point out that by U.N. statistics, the health and life expectancy of the residents of Gaza is better than that of the residents of Turkey, but—so we may be providing more aid, and we are providing more aid as a world than any other needy population in the world. But everyone agrees that at least some aid should read the people of Gaza.

Israel collects a value added tax and tariffs on goods going into the West Bank and Gaza, gives that money to the PA. Does Hamas—who gets that money or the portion of it relevant to value added taxes and tariffs collected by Israel on goods legally going into Gaza?

Mr. SCHANZER. Ranking Member Sherman, that is—about $100 million per month that goes directly to the PA Government in the West Bank. The way that they——

Mr. SHERMAN. And that is on goods both headed to the West Bank and goods headed into Gaza.

Mr. SCHANZER. Well, we have got a significant drawdown in terms of what is going into the Gaza Strip. But, yes, I think there is a small portion of that; obviously, a larger portion going to the West Bank.

Mr. SHERMAN. Right.

Mr. SCHANZER. I couldn’t tell you on the exact percentages, but at the end of the day there is money that is trickling through—the payment of officials on the other side, the Palestinian Authority officials, that continue to be paid there. Some of them may be aligned with Hamas, but, more importantly, there is the—and I have actually flagged this for this subcommittee before. The electric company that is operating out of Gaza has been funded almost entirely by the West Bank government, and Hamas collects the bills for that, and they do not remit it back. So this is an indirect way——

Mr. SHERMAN. So money is collected by Israel, it goes to the PA, and in various ways that benefits Hamas. Dr. Cook, do you have a comment on that?
Mr. COOK. My sense is—and, again, I—the expertise in the flows of—financial flows is with Mr. Jorisch and Dr. Schanzer. But my understanding is, of course, that the Israelis collect this value added tax and then contribute it to the Palestinian Authority. That Palestinian Authority uses it as it sees fit. So it——

Mr. SHERMAN. Including methods that help—because I want to get in one final comment, and that is one of our possible responses to Qatar is to call for democracy in Qatar, in which the ruler of the country would be selected not only by those who are “citizens” but anyone who has lived there legally for 10 or 20 years.

We are talking about a country with over 2 million people, 80 percent of whom are guest workers. And I don’t know of any supporter of democracy that would say you could exclude 80 percent of the population of a country from voting and call it a democracy. And we have had some difficulty with promoting democracy in the Middle East, but if there is one place where I don’t think it would result in a worse government it would be Qatar.

I yield back.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sherman.

Pleased to yield to Mr. Perry.

Mr. PERRY. Thank you, Madam Chair.

And thank you, gentlemen. The testimony is fascinating. It is my understanding that United States taxpayers give approximately $300 million to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency annually in order to provide humanitarian assistance. And during the recent conflict, rockets were discovered in three of UNRWA schools. I can remember the wailing and the moaning about Israel bombing these schools, and I also remember the U.N.’s spokesperson deriding those actions.

In one of those cases, UNRWA handed over to local authorities the rockets in the Hamas-run territory, and in another the rockets disappeared. Can I just get your comments on the relationship between you and UNRWA and Hamas, and what we can do to ensure that this—it is unbelievable to me. It is unimaginable that we, as taxpayers, then watch the criticism from the U.N. in particular. In particular. I can understand Hamas; it feathers their own nest. I mean, it furthers their goal and they do it specifically for that reason. I understand that. The U.N., $300 million in taxpayer money.

Let us start with Mr. Cook and just go down the line.

Mr. COOK. Thank you for the question, sir. UNRWA, as it is often referred to, is a deeply compromised organization, and it has been for some time deeply compromised by its relationship with various different groups and been caring for Palestinian refugees now for 60-plus years, and over that time has become compromised by its association with different groups.

In the Gaza Strip in particular, UNRWA workers are either compromised by their—let us say their dispositions toward Hamas or are intimidated by them. And, as a result, that is how you get these bizarre situations in which UNRWA staff are handing rockets over. They are either compromised by supporting them——

Mr. PERRY. Please provide briefly your solution set at the same time.

Mr. COOK. Well——

Mr. PERRY. What should the United States do, in your opinion?
Mr. COOK. Well, I think that the solution is, obviously, to either not fund UNRWA or to build up the Palestinian Authority, so that it can take care of people in the Gaza Strip, something that we have thus far been unwilling to do, but, nevertheless, it is a solution to the problem.

Mr. JORISCH. In short, defund UNRWA. UNRWA is engaging in horrific activities. It is aiding and abetting a terrorist organization. It is essentially allowing Hamas to store its rockets. The Israelis are left holding the bag. They don’t really know what to do with themselves. Essentially, they have to choose between protecting their own citizens and ultimately hurting civilians on the other side.

There is a cycle of violence here that, really, there is very little that one can do. Defund UNRWA, simply put.

Mr. SCHANZER. Representative Perry, I would actually just back up for a moment and note that in my view UNRWA has played a very peculiar role in perpetuating the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. It has changed the definition of “refugee” such that you now have the—you have the children, the grandchildren, and the great-grandchildren of the original refugees.

So whereas there were roughly 800,000 refugees after 1948, today, by their calculations, there are 5 million refugees. There is no way, obviously, that Israel could accommodate them. In reality, there is probably something like 30,000, which is obviously a number that Israel could deal with, but UNRWA has not yielded on that. That is one area of reform that I think is absolutely necessary.

But in terms of its direct support to Hamas, look, they are beholden to the people who control that territory. They are beholden to that government. They have to operate under Hamas rules. This means that in some cases the schools teach Hamas curriculum. Sometimes they hire Hamas as employees, and we have seen examples of this.

The fact that they were allowing for the building of tunnels, these commando tunnels, underneath their facilities in my opinion very much needs to be investigated, if not by these committees by some other, to determine whether there is culpability.

There is—actually, most people don’t know this, but there appears to be what I would only call a lobby office here in Washington. Why a refugee agency needs to maintain that here in Washington is still beyond comprehension to me.

And so, look, in answer to your question, we either need to have a serious overhaul of this organization, or to defund it and let it collapse. It has got to be one or the other, and this has been a problem that has gone on for too long.

Mr. PERRY. Thank you. It would be fascinating, as my time expires, to know what this administration in the form of our Ambassador to the U.N. has done in this regard. I have heard nothing from the counterpoint side, and a strong statement or more from this administration to say it is unacceptable to the U.N., which we are great part of and the United States funds in a great degree, and yet we have no—we are saying nothing. We are silent.

And I yield back. Thanks, Chair.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Connolly.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you, Madam Chairman.

Mr. Jorisch, I find myself certainly in agreement with much of your analysis, but I am concerned about your prescription. If I heard you correctly, your answer is defund UNRWA, defund the Palestinian Authority, put more pressure on Qatar, make their banking system harder, close the military base in Qatar.

I am a little concerned that if we did all of that we—and maybe we should—but we certainly actually lose leverage, and it seems to me that we also leave the region, imperfect instruments though they may be, and even at times counterproductive instruments, with very little left with which to try to address a very complex and painful and difficult situation. Those seem pretty rigid, absolute prescriptions.

Mr. JORISCH. Sir, ultimately, we have to know who our friends are and who our friends are not, send the right messaging to who our friends are not. We have a tremendous amount of leverage over Qatar. We have a tremendous amount of leverage over Turkey and others in the region, and we don’t leverage it. When it comes to our banking sector, they need us more than we need them.

And I have a feeling, and I know for a fact having spent time in government, when you exert that pressure those governments move.

Mr. CONNOLLY. That is sometimes true. But I guess I don’t share the view that you are either a friend or you are not a friend. I think the world is more complicated than that. In fact, I would argue that is part of the underpinnings of the Bush administration foreign policy that did not work.

Dr. Cook, Mr. Jorisch just made reference to our leverage, a lot of—considerable leverage in Turkey. What leverage would that be, in your view? And, by the way, I appreciate your calling out the letter that the four co-chairs of the Turkey Caucus here in Congress wrote to Prime Minister, now President Erdogan. I was proud to be one of those four. And I think, frankly, President Erdogan has gone far afield, and I think we have got a problem now, given the fact that he has a new job.

And of course ironically he used the letter publicly to help himself, which is always what I am concerned about, that when we make some strident statement here, it actually has a counterproductive effect—not that that is our intent—politically there. And we saw that certainly with Erdogan.

But help us understand. What is the leverage? I mean, if I follow Mr. Jorisch’s prescriptions, let us close the bases in Turkey, let us kick them out of NATO, not that he said that, but that is where leads us, that logic. You are either a friend or you are not. You either do what we want or you don’t. And if you don’t, we are going to look at the absolute punishments available to us. Is that really the leverage we have over Turkey?

Mr. COOK. Thank you for the question, Mr. Connolly. And I think that what your remarks reflect is the difficulties, the way in which we talk about leverage. We make assumptions that we have leverage in certain areas when we don’t necessarily have them. As you point out, that very strongly worded letter on which you were a co-
signer, Erdogan turned around and used very much to his advan-
tage.

Mr. CONNOLLY. And by the way—I am sorry to interrupt—but for
the record, we did not release the letter. It was a private letter to
the Turkish Government and to him. He released the letter.

Mr. COOK. Exactly, exactly.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Because we were trying to show respect to—one
last-ditch effort to get him to cease and desist and recall that
virulently anti-Semitic language. And of course he decided to just
use it for his own political gain.

Mr. COOK. And that is precisely the case. And it is not just
Erdogan and the ruling Justice and Development Party that he
uses this type of anti-Americanism to advance their political agen-
da across the Turkish political spectrum.

Mr. CONNOLLY. But do we have leverage? I mean, how much of
a threat is it really that we will close down the bases, we will——

Mr. COOK. Right. I think it is unlikely to have an effect on
Erdogan, the threat that we would leave Incirlik Air Base, from
which we are using for a variety of purposes with regard to Iraq
and Syria and only going to grow in more importance as we get re-
engaged on those conflicts.

I think what I pointed out in my testimony, something that
Erdogan does in fact respond to, and that he does respond to public
censure from senior U.S. Government officials. With all due respect
to our State Department spokespeople, they are dismissed when
they make statements criticizing Erdogan for the type of anti-Se-
mitic language that he used.

And I should point out he even used language that is deeply of-
fensive to Americans asking rhetorically what Americans knew
about Hitler. The answer is 200,000 Americans died fighting Hit-
ler.

But when the President of the United States—on the occasion
that he has used the public censure of Erdogan, when the Sec-
retary of State rebuked Erdogan directly for his statement Zionism
is a crime against humanity, we saw some change in their behav-
ior.

These kinds of threats—I think the Turks know we are not going
to leave Incirlik Air Base. I think the Turks know that we need
them to—by dint of their geography on a number of regional
hotspots. That is not to excuse their behavior.

As I said in my testimony, there is a bizarre, a peculiar connec-
tion between the Justice and Development Party and Hamas, and
it has got to stop. That said, I think those kinds of threats—Mr.
Jorisch and Dr. Schanzer have a better view of the financial issues
that are important in these types of relationships. That may in fact
be something where the United States has leverage, but these
other kinds of threats strike me as—and with respect to my col-
league and friend, strike me as things that are not necessarily
going to move President Erdogan or his new Prime Minister.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chairman. And
I apologize to the panel, I wish we could have more—I only have
5 minutes—because I know this conversation really has much more
depth to it, and many more aspects to it. So thank you all for——

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Clawson is recognized.

Mr. Clawson. I have a more short-term question for the three of you, please. In this recent 50-day conflict, Hamas has shot lots of rockets, right? And it is my belief that the Israeli Defense Organization have also destroyed some of their rocket-making manufacturing. So now, is Hamas resupplying? I mean, we have been talking about money. You know, more money means more rockets to Hamas, which means more rockets into Israel.

So are they resupplying? Where are those rockets coming from? And what can the U.S. do to stop it? Or if we can’t stop it, how can we work with Israel to slow it down? I would like to hear what you have to say.

Thank you.

Mr. Schanzer. Mr. Clawson, thank you for the question. It was our understanding before the conflict began that there were roughly 10,000 rockets in Hamas’ possession. It fired off roughly 4,000 of those rockets into Israeli airspace. Another estimated 2,500 were destroyed through Israeli operations targeting the rocket caches below ground or perhaps even some of them before they were being fired, even as they were on the launcher.

And so that leaves us with about 3,500 rockets in their possession, a lot of them smaller rockets, the smaller ordnance. Maybe about 200 of those mid-range rockets, the M302s or Fajr 5s, still remain in Hamas’ possession.

The resupplying of the smaller range rockets, the Qassam rockets, the Grad rockets, and even possibly the ones that they call the J80s, and perhaps even a few other varieties, are being rebuilt again thanks to Iranian engineers who have trained Hamas on Iranian soil to be able to put these together.

So, in other words, they smuggle in these small bits of whatever they need for the rockets. Sometimes they use materials that are already there, including plumbing, piping, and other things that can be, you know, dual use. And so they have this indigenous rocket-making capability right now. It is the longer range rockets that I think the Israelis are more concerned about in terms of what was—what could be smuggled in, and it is for that reason that they are keeping a very close eye on the fishermen.

You know, if you remember, the terms of the cease fire deal included the ability for the fishermen to go further out at sea. The concern is that some of these fishermen are fishing for other things, bringing back rockets into the Gaza Strip. Of course, the tunnels remain a problem. Even though a lot of them have been destroyed between Sinai and Gaza, some of them are still operational, and that is—if at least some of those rockets are still getting in.

And, of course, as I mentioned before, Sudan remains a significant pipeline. Port Sudan I believe is the area that we all need to focus on right now. That is the hub for where Iranian rockets arrive before they are smuggled up into Egypt and across the Sinai Peninsula.

Mr. Jorisch. Mr. Clawson, I totally agree with Dr. Schanzer’s analysis. But ultimately, while we have been leveraged, we do have—and this is to Mr. Connolly’s question as well—lies strictly in the banking sector. When it comes to correspondent banking, ul-
timately each and every one of these financial institutions—Irani-
nians, Sudanese, Qatari—all want a presence in the United States,
all rely on the U.S. dollar. And our largest presence lies in whether
we allow those financial institutions to have a presence in the
United States and/or their third party transactions.

So take a Sudanese bank or an Iranian bank. They are using Eu-
ropean financial institutions, which essentially will allow them ac-
cess to the U.S. dollar. Ultimately, our largest leverage lies with
the financial sector. There is no financial institution in the world
that doesn’t want a U.S. presence and/or access to the U.S. dollar.

When we talk about moving the dial, the Turks and the Qatars,
in particular, they want access to the United States. During Dr.
Schanzer’s time and mine in the Treasury Department, we had re-
peated meetings with the Turks in terms of their status in the
United States and with the FATF, the Financial Action Task Force.
And I can assure you they moved very quickly when the FATF or
the United States thought about, spoke about, even made intima-
tions that it was going to be on a blacklist. And that does move the
dial.

Same thing when it comes to the Sudanese and the Iranians. The
Iranians, the found it much, much more difficult in large part as
a result of Congress, the CISADA, the Comprehensive Iran San-
cctions Accountability and Divestment Act, to essentially move
money around the international financial sector.

Financial institutions around the globe stopped doing business
with them. In 2010, before CISADA was passed on July 1, 2010,
there were 59 banks around the globe doing business with Iran’s
financial institutions. Afterwards, that number came down to
maybe a dozen, maybe half a dozen, somewhere between half a
dozen and a dozen financial institutions.

There are those out there, policy analysts on both sides of the At-
antic, that essentially say that in large measure the reason why
the Iranians are at the negotiation table today are in large part be-
cause of those sanctions.

Mr. CLAWSON. If I can jump in just for a second. Moving money
around in a multi-national organization, of which I have experi-
ence, is not easy to do. There is tax laws and regulations from the
different—from all of the different originating countries.

It feels like other than with the exception of Iran we are not real-
ly trying that hard. Is that right? Because——

Mr. CLAWSON. Thanks, guys. Great job.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you, Madam Chairman. And, again,
thank you for calling the hearing, and the panel for helping us dig
deeper into a very difficult situation.

Dr. Cook, you seem to draw a distinction or try to draw a distinc-
tion between—specifically Qatar, between ideology and a desire for
influence. The ideology of Hamas stems directly from its outgrowth
from the Muslim Brotherhood. How important, in your view—I will
open it up to the whole panel—is the Muslim Brotherhood ideology
to the funding of Hamas from Qatar, from Turkey, from even individuals and others in the region?

Mr. COOK. Thank you. It is a very, very important question, and I think the events in Egypt during the summer of 2013 have generally colored the way in which we view the Muslim Brotherhood and its popularity throughout the region.

It had been quite popular in Egypt, and then suddenly wasn’t, and I think that there is an assumption that people make that the Brotherhood is on its last legs, on its heels throughout the region, when in fact I think private citizens, people throughout the region, do subscribe to a world view of the Muslim Brotherhood, and that is a function—and the funding that comes from not just Qatar but comes from all over the Middle East to Hamas and other organizations around the region are a function of the fact that the Brotherhood and its world view remain important in the politics of the region.

There is no doubt that there are Brotherhood networks throughout the region. One of the demands that the Saudis and the Emiratis have of the Qataris is that they return Saudi and Emirati members of the Muslim Brotherhood that have found sanctuary in Doha.

It is something that is I think deeply embedded and ingrained throughout the region. It is widely seen as legitimate. And Hamas, as a result, is widely seen as legitimate. Remember, this organization is referred to as Resistance. And in many ways many of the people who are—especially those private groups and private donations coming in, see Hamas’ legitimate resistance against the Israeli occupation.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. So, and, Mr. Jorisch, I see you nodding your head. Is there a relevant distinction between the Muslim Brotherhood driven ideology of Hamas and al-Qaeda or Islamic State? Aren’t they all part of the same line of ideology?

Mr. JORISCH. The answer is absolutely yes, sir. If you look at the ideology of Hamas, and you look at the ideology of Islamic jihad, and you look at the ideology of al-Qaeda and ISIS, they are one and the same, and they have an ideology of essentially implementing the Islamic State not only in their own jurisdictions but growing it.

There is Dar al-Islaam and Dar al-Harb. There is the Abode of Islam and the Abode of War. And each of these organizations is playing off of the exact same playbook, and which is why I find it so bizarre, so strange that the administration is effectively calling for war against ISIS on the one hand but negotiating or encouraging the negotiation with Hamas on the other. It makes no sense. We ought to have a policy on radical Islam, and we don’t have one today.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Dr. Schanzer?

Mr. SCHANZER. Yes. Mr. Schneider, it is a very good question. Look, I think the way that Qatar is traditionally described in this town is pragmatic. I think it ignores the fact that—Qatar is in fact also a Wahhabi organization or a Wahhabi State. It is not in the same vein as Saudi Arabia, but it is certainly imbued with a certain Islamist ideology.
And so we have seen not only the support of Qatar for Hamas or for the Muslim Brotherhood, but also for the Musra Front, other jihadi groups, in Syria the Taliban as we know. And, look, I would just point out also that—and this does not get a lot of attention, but Khaled Sheik Mohammed, the mastermind of the 9/11 attacks, lived in Qatar with the full knowledge of the Qatari Government for several years. And before the United States was about to take him out on Qatari soil in an operation, he was tipped off and he was able to leave.

This is the kind of country that we are dealing with. And, yes, it is pragmatic in the sense that it is willing to buy large stakes in real estate ventures here in the United States, or other companies around the world, the fact that it has money to burn in the Western economy does not make it an equal partner ideologically.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Right. And I am sorry to take back the time, but I only have a few seconds. But it is that natural resource wealth leading to an ideology that has a broad reach across the entire region.

And in the last seconds, and maybe we can submit answers later, or if there is time available, you have got the Muslim Brotherhood ideology coming in direct conflict with facing Iran. But Iran—this is not a case I believe of our enemy of our enemy is our friend. These are both issues that we need to address and stand up to. And while they fight each other, we need to know and understand our relationship vis-à-vis each as well.

And I see I am out of time.

Mr. WEBER [presiding]. The gentleman yields back, and the gentleman from Florida, Mr. DeSantis, is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. DESANTIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you for the witnesses. I have really appreciated hearing your testimony and your answers to the questions. And I think following up on that last series of questions, and I think, Mr. Jorisch, you really hit it on the head to point out to the extent to which Hamas is part and parcel of the other Islamic jihadist movements that we are seeing.

Hamas wants an Islamic caliphate, correct?

Mr. JORISCH. Absolutely. Yes.

Mr. DESANTIS. I mean, the idea that somehow they just—they are fighting against occupation is what people will somehow say. Of course, we know Israel left Hamas almost a decade ago, or left the Gaza Strip. They had a chance to govern themselves. They chose to elect Hamas.

What did Hamas do? Did they try to turn it into a Singapore on the Mediterranean? No. They built terrorist tunnels. They purchased rockets. The infrastructure that was left behind by the Israelis, they raised and destroyed rather than use that.

And so they have had opportunities, and to me when those people say, “Oh, it is just the Israeli policy that they are responding to” fundamentally misunderstands the ideology that motivates them. Do you agree?

Mr. JORISCH. I don’t understand how we can be silent when it comes to Hamas when we are so loud when it comes to al-Qaeda and ISIS. It makes no sense. We should learn from 60 years ago to listen to what our enemies are saying. Hamas broadcasts clearly
its ideology in its newspapers, on its radio stations, and its television statements. Hezbollah does exactly the same.

As Mr. Schneider pointed out, in this case it is not under the enemy of our enemy is our friend. Hamas, the Sunni jihadi organizations, and the clerical regime that rules Iran today effectively are paying, when it comes to the issues that we care about, off of the same playbook. The same playbook.

Mr. JORISCH. Absolutely. And that is why I appreciated the comments about the UNRWA funding. I have a bill, the Palestinian Accountability Act, that dealt with all of these issues. Any relationship in the government with Hamas, funding would stop.

UNRWA, unless it could be demonstrated that they are on the up and up, funding ceases. And I think that that—it is a sense of, okay, some people say the world is complicated, but do you want to reward bad behavior, or do you want to punish bad behavior?

And so for me it is simple. If I see UNRWA hiding rockets in one school, “Oh, we didn’t know,” then another, “Oh, we didn’t”—so, I mean, at some point, you know, it is just—it doesn’t even pass the laugh test. And so I think it would, one, be a good judicious use of protecting the taxpayer by not sending that funding over there; and, two, it would also just be a statement of our values. You align with Hamas; you are clearly not interested in peace with Israel. You are certainly not interested in being a constructive force in the region, so then we should act accordingly.

I think the Secretary of State should have cut off the funding. I think the chairwoman’s amendment she passed several years ago mandated that. They had kind of said, “Oh, well, Hamas doesn’t have undue influence.” But as you point out, money is fungible. The money that goes to PA they can say is not going to be sent to Hamas, but it frees up other funds that can go there.

With Turkey, to what extent is it tenable to consider them to be an ally. Of course, they are in NATO. The idea was they are a bridge from kind of the West to the Middle East. They had played a constructive role and have been pro-Western in the past. Under this current President, they have gone in a very, very bad direction.

So how should we respond to Turkey? I know some of you said pressure Turkey. But can you have somebody in NATO who is also funding Islamic jihad? I mean, wouldn’t that just completely rule you out of being an ally of the Western democracies?

Mr. COOK. I assume that is a question for me. Thank you for it. I think that you raise some very serious questions about the Turkish Government under the Justice and Development Party and new President Erdogan, who was the Prime Minister over the course of the last 12 years.

The Turks maintain that they want to have a 360-degree foreign policy, which means their connections, they are robust connections to the West, as well as connections to other countries in the region. My concern is, however, that they themselves are not being true to that 360-degree foreign policy, and that under the new Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, who is the architect of their foreign policy over the course of the last decade, believes Turkey to be a Muslim power. And, as a result of its—the role he believes it should play,
requires that Turkey support groups like Hamas and others in the region.

I think that it is up to NATO to determine whether Turkey has run afoul of what constitutes being a NATO partner. Certainly, what's going to happen in the coming weeks, days, and months with regard to the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, and the conflict in Iraq, that will be a test of whether Turkey takes its NATO role very seriously.

Thus far, they have said that they are playing a non-active role in this coalition. I am not exactly sure what a non-active role in a coalition exactly means, but I think that the question that you asked, Mr. DeSantis, about Turkey and its ultimate trajectory is a very good one.

Mr. DeSantis. Thanks. I am out of time, but I appreciate everything that you guys have given us to consider today, and I yield back.

Mr. Weber. Thank you.

The gentlelady from Florida is recognized.

Ms. Frankel. Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I think we all agree that despite the fact—and we are grateful of the cease fire—that Hamas remains a threat.

Since I am sort of at the end of the questioning here, and this has been a great discussion, I would sort of—I would like to ask you if you can just sort of sum up what we have heard in little bits and pieces. And if you could, as best possible, looking at the four named countries that you say are the—or maybe the benefactors, our four—yes, Qatar, Turkey, Iran, Sudan—if you could describe simply what you think are the motivating factors of why they are benefactors. Is it anti-Semitism, religious, economic, whatever, and what are our best leverage points in cutting off the funding?

Mr. Schanzer. I can maybe take a first stab at this, Ms. Frankel. Thank you. Look, I think that, first of all, the anti-Israel sentiment, the Islamist sentiment, these are kind of the lowest common denominators in all four of these countries.

Each of them come about it from very different perspectives. Iran, I think a much more vitriolic brand; Sudan, I think somewhat subservient to Iran in that respect; Qatar and Turkey, more of the Muslim Brotherhood variety of this ideology. But, nevertheless, this resonates not only within the populations but also across the Muslim world. So this is an attempt to demonstrate leadership across the region as well as at home. And this I think continues to drive this activity.

Now, as for how to handle this, we I think have really leveraged quite a bit of sanctions already on Iran, quite a bit on Sudan, and there are—look, I think there may be some juice left in the tank with the Iranians. I think there are still ways to pressure them. The Sudanese, probably less so; they are a basket case.

But with regard to Turkey and Qatar, I don't think we have even started to try. I don't believe that we have sent the tough messages. I don't believe that we have designated the one-off individual or one-off bank that can send that shockwave through the system.

There is a way to turn this up one notch at a time to let these countries know that once you have done one designation, if they don't fix things, then you do another, and then you do another.
This is, by the way, what we did with the Iranians which led them to the negotiating table over their nuclear program, and eventually it got so painful that they decided that it was time to talk.

We have not—I mean, we continue to hear that we have no leverage. I think this is very wrong. I don't think that we have even started to try to see whether we have leverage. I think the time is now to start.

Mr. JORISCH. I yield my time to Dr. Cook. I agree completely with Dr. Schanzer's sentiment.

Mr. COOK. Thank you for the question, Ms. Frankel. The basis for Qatari and Turkish support are—for Hamas are laid out in some detail in my written testimony. But it is a combination of both pragmatism, regional politics, and domestic politics that—essentially to support advances, particularly Qatari and Turkish interests.

I think that as long as that logic holds, it is going to be difficult for the United States to undermine those relations. I certainly believe that in the short run our leverage, given the roles that both the Qataris and the Turks are playing in the region, and are going to play in the region, our leverage is more limited than my two colleagues would suggest.

Over a long period of time, if the United States wants to consider moving its air bases from Qatar or moving a NATO facility, both the Incirlik Air Base, as well as the early radar warning missile system that is directed against Iranian ballistic missiles out of Turkey, those are the kinds of things that the United States and the Congress can explore in terms of gaining some leverage, as well as the kind of financial actions that Dr. Schanzer is discussing.

But, unfortunately, I think for the short term, for the time horizon that this administration is looking at, and for the challenges that it faces in the region, the kinds of things that have been suggested in terms of leverage are not likely to come about.

Thank you very much.

Ms. FRANKEL. Thank you, Mr. Chair, and I yield the rest of my time.

Mr. WEBER. Excellent questions. Although I am a little miffed because you took one of mine.

Okay. The Chair now recognizes Dr. Yoho.

Mr. YOHO. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you, gentlemen. I appreciate the testimony. It has been enlightening, and I feel your frustration because what you are recommending is what we should have been doing and we haven't done. And for the last 30 or 40 years, when we look at what we have done with Mubarak and Egypt, knowing these tunnels are being built and we are giving money, and this veneer of democracy that they are building and are promoting, are allowing the terrorist acts to go on.

And when you look at, like, Turkey's new Prime Minister, Ahmet—I can't pronounce his last name—believes that the state system, based on nationalism and political institutions that trace their lineage to the West, is fundamentally unsustainable in Muslim societies. If Turkey is going to lead the region, Ankara must do so as the Muslim power in cooperation with Islamist groups.
I mean, it pretty much lays it right out there. The new Prime Minister says this. And so knowing that, and if we have been playing this game for—I don't want to call it a game. If we have been—our foreign policy, which I think is way off track, it is askew, it is a broken compass, because we don't have strong national leadership directing this for what America stands for.

If we don't stand up and say, "This is what we want to do," the Palestinian Authority—in fact, we have got a resolution on what we were talking about earlier. Paying $500 million a year over the last 10 years is $5 billion of the American taxpayers’ money, and they have—and this is from 2010—their resolution in the Palestinian Authority, Government Resolution 21 and 23, where they are paying the prisoners in Israeli prisons for acts of terror. It goes up to $3,400 a month. Average income over there is $4,000 a year, and we are promoting this.

We know we are promoting it, and it is—the money is fungible. It is like Mr. DeSantis says, if we give $500 million here, even though it doesn't go there, it frees up money coming from somewhere else. And I think it is time to draw a line and just say, "We are not putting up with this anymore," and put the pressure on Qatar and Turkey and just say, "We are not going to help you work against us." If we are serious about bringing peace to the Middle East, I think your recommendations are spot on, and we will promote introducing those as far as legislation.

Other than that, Dr. Cook, you basically stated that—what I got out of your last statement, that Turkey—they want that 360-degree vision, you know, all-encompassing. It is kind of like they want their cake or our cake and eat it, too. You know, they are taking it with one hand—and we see this so often. They take money—these countries take money from us with one hand, and then cover up their eyes with the other and ignore the problem. And the American taxpayers are the one on the hook, and our military are on the hook.

And if we are to bring world peace, we need to act like the superpower that we are and just say, "We are not doing this anymore." And if Turkey and Qatar don't come to our side, I say we need to just put more pressure on them and go after the money, because I think the money is the thing that is the most important.

And I just want to say I appreciate you guys being here, because I think you—like I said before, you are spot on with your testimony. We look forward to act on that.

Thank you. I yield back.

Mr. Weber. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Collins.

Mr. Collins. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is always hard to follow someone who has such a lack of passion for his issues as Dr. Yoho does, a dear friend of mine who has actually—I think it was really interesting—and before I get into the questions here, Dr. DeSantis, you hit on this, and I think personally—I know there is going to be a big speech tomorrow night. I am glad we are speaking and the world is shivering—tomorrow night about what we are wanting to do.

But I would love to see a lead on sort of what you said earlier is the financial aspect of what we can do. I mean, as someone who
has served at al Udeid, who has been at that base, who has been in Iraq, who has been, you know, back and forth here, I have got some other questions. But your comment hit me, and if anybody could—if anybody wants to—why don’t we—is there more of a concerted effort we could lead with cutting the funds off.

If we could lead in these areas, whether it be Qatar, Saudi Arabia—I mean, let us talk about—let us just lay it on the table—these areas where we could do the funding sources through “charitable organizations, non-charitable”—that seems to me, you are right. Iran came to the table. There has been a lot of discussion in this room about, oh, now we have pivoted and we are—we let them off the hook.

We are letting them do exactly what they want to do. We gave them some money, and they are spending that money in ways that we can’t be accountable to. So that—I want to just real quickly touch on that as far as a first piece strategy in our dealings with ISIS right now.

Mr. SCHANZER. Thank you, Mr. Collins. First of all, with respect to Iran, I do believe that the sanctions that we have imposed certainly brought them to the table. There is no question about it. I think it became very painful for them over time. This was, again, that strategy of turning it up one notch after another. I think the swift sanctions in particular, or pushing them out of the swift system, I think was probably the final step that forced Iran to come to the table.

I do believe now that the sanctions relief that we are offering Iran, more than $7 billion, has certainly helped them spark a resurgence in their economy, and that is certainly taking away some of our leverage. And, by the way, I should just note in the context of Hamas, as we give them these billions of dollars, and as they are shipping these weapons over to Hamas, we are indirectly subsidizing this. We are allowing for it to happen, and I think it is a big mistake.

Mr. COLLINS. Well, I think that has been brought up, and “indirectly” is too kind of a word. You might as well just say, “We are directly doing it, and we are fighting on two fronts here.” That is another hearing that we could have. You know, we have been through it, and I appreciate your answer, but I want to turn to Hamas and I want to turn to a specific incident that—and all of you can comment on this.

And this goes back to The New York Times reporting, an article about the three Israeli teenagers that were kidnapped in occupied West Bank in June. We know they were victims of a Hamas operation, supposedly without the foreknowledge of Hamas leadership. But according to Israeli investigators, two men associated with Hamas carried out the kidnapping and subsequent killing after receiving $60,000.

Now, they were—this was—the money was flown from—you know, basically flew—or flowed from Gaza Strip to the West Bank in five installments, you know, the five installments clearly not raising red flags. There is an issue here that we could look at.

The question I have is—and for any of you to sort of look at here—is Israel—with Israel allowing such restricted travel outside of Gaza, let us talk for a moment how that money would have
flowed, because I think that goes to the heart of some of this funding, not only for Hamas but ISIS. I agree with you completely; let us call everybody what they are, and let us just not put one in another—can you speak to that? Any of you want to touch on that one?

Mr. JORISCH. There are four primary means that you can basically move money. You have cash, you have the formal financial sector, you have the informal financial sector, and you have trade. I don't know which of those means were used, but let us just take them each at a time.

The cash is very simple. You basically put it in your pocket, you swallow it, you have it in a suitcase, what have you. You have the banking sector, so theoretically you could have had some coming out of an ATM, you could have had a wire transfer, you could have had a check, et cetera.

Mr. COLLINS. And let me stop you, because given the travel restriction, don't you believe that probably the banking sector or some other kind of sector probably was more at risk or more active here?

Mr. JORISCH. I actually suspect it was probably trade.

Mr. COLLINS. Trade.

Mr. JORISCH. Or cash.

Mr. COLLINS. Okay.

Mr. JORISCH. So let us take this bottle here, and I am going to tell you that it is worth $1.

Mr. COLLINS. Right.

Mr. JORISCH. Okay? And if I ship 12,000 of these, you have got $12,000 that moves, essentially sell it on the other side. There is a tremendous amount of reporting these days that Hamas is reliant more and more on trade because we have squeezed them on the banking sector. These tunnels have now been destroyed, or the vast majority of them, so the amount of cash that can go through, more and more they are depending on over, under, and false invoicing.

Mr. COLLINS. Okay. Well, I appreciate it. And, amazingly, time has got out here. This is something that could be discussed and needs to be discussed more openly, because we are—you know, we can't isolate ourselves from the world. That is a fact.

But also, we have got to be very smart on how we strategically put assets, both material assets and human assets, in these areas in which basically we are playing both sides off the middle. And that is not—and I appreciate, Dr. Cook, all of you here today, for doing that.

And, Mr. Chairman, at zero, I yield back.

Mr. WEBER. Let the record show you were actually 1 second over.

Mr. COLLINS. Mr. Chairman, it was because of my north Georgia accent that just was so fast getting in there it just missed the—

Mr. WEBER. The gentleman yields back, and the gentleman from South Carolina is recognized.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, and thank all of you for being here and providing some level of clarification. It is so sad to me this administration I think began with obfuscation, that it would say we are in a global war on terrorists. And then we get into, well, it is overseas contingency operation.
By the time the American people figure out what is going on, we will have further attacks. And so I want to thank you for clarifying. What we are dealing with are terrorists, these people who have a keen interest in killing every Muslim that disagrees with them. So it is not just Jews, not just Christians, not just Hindus. It is so universal; it is just horrifying, although it is encouraging.

I have been to the Middle East to see the Persian Gulf States, other examples. I have had—two of my sons served in Iraq, and the extraordinary people there who do want to live in the 21st century. I had another son serve with Bright Star in Egypt, and my youngest just got back from Afghanistan. And so there is hope, but we have got to show resolve.

And, gosh, it is so frustrating to me, we get into semantics. The discussion this week as I came back, is it ISIS or is it ISIL? No, it is terrorists. And so thank you all for trying to clarify this to the American people.

As we look at this—and, Mr. Jorisch, you already referenced it, but it is trade-based money laundering. And so the money to Hamas, through overpricing, undervaluing, whatever, there was an example of plastic buckets that cost $970 each from the Czech Republic. Really, we know they are really good buckets, but not like that. And so there was money that is being passed. How can we preemptively break this system?

Mr. JORISCH. Mr. Wilson, thank you for your sons’ service to begin with, and I will take your first point and then move to the second. President Bush declared this a war on terror. With all due respect to President Bush, you can’t fight a tactic. We learned in World War II that you fight ideologies or countries. In World War II we fought Nazism, Communism, Fascism. We fought Nazi Germany. We fought Japan. We didn’t fight German U-Boats, and we didn’t fight Japanese Kamikaze airplanes.

This administration, for its part, has refused to recognize that we are fighting radical Islam. And until we have a coherent, comprehensive strategy, as we did in the Cold War, when it came to a chess-like game, we are playing checkers and radical Muslims are playing chess. And until we have established a coherent policy on radical Islam, we are going to be behind the eight ball, and your sons, unfortunately, will be going to places without a coherent strategy.

To your second point, trade-based money laundering, the only comprehensive strategy that we have established is something called the Trade Transparency Unit, which essentially collects information, trade information, imports and exports, and compares them to the other side of the invoice.

Now, the United States Government has helped establish a number of these trade transparency units in places like Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, and a number of other places. We might consider funding a number of other trade transparency units in places like Israel and in Europe, which we have not done to date.

Mr. Wilson. And, again, I just thank you for raising that. And my visits—I have been to the Middle East now 12 times, and it is always encouraging, the people that we meet with. They really do want to be in the 21st century, and you identify it correctly—radical Islam, a small percentage. And so I am just very hopeful.
And last year I appreciate Dr. Fred Kagan was right here in June, and presented a map showing the spread of the terrorist organizations across North Africa, Middle East, and Central Asia. And it was extraordinary, because at the same time the administration was saying that terrorism was on a retreat. At the same exact time, indeed, Dr. Kagan was correct.

But even that, we get into semantics. I still distribute that map, and people say, “Well, actually, it is out of date because it doesn’t mention ISIS or ISIL.” Well, it doesn’t need to, because of the changing names every day. It is international terrorism that we have got to face.

And I want to thank all three of you for, in a very positive way, raising this. But I am just so hopeful for the people of the Middle East, that working together with them we can address which is a threat to the American people.

Thank you.

Mr. Weber. Thank you.

The Chair now recognizes himself. I have got a three-part question, really, and Lois actually asked, I think, one part of it. If you were going to—and I am going to go to each of you individually, and we are going to do it in sections. If you could—if you are going to call out countries that: A) supported Hamas; B) supported jihad, which someone argued is one and the same; and, three, are working toward a caliphate, okay, if you were going to identify countries that met those three criteria, what countries would you identify?

Let us start with you, Dr. Schanzer.

Mr. Schanzer. Well, I think the four countries that we have identified here today all do it on some level, and I think the important thing is to note that they are doing it in varying degrees and perhaps——

Mr. Weber. And that is my second part of the three-part question. Rank those in order.

Mr. Schanzer. Well, look, I think Iran poses probably the most serious threat and is supportive of the most number of terrorist organizations around the world. I think Qatar has played a dangerous role similarly. Sudan has been more of a bit player, primarily because of its lack of resources. And Turkey is just new to the game.

Mr. Weber. Okay. Do you all agree with that? Dr. Cook?

Mr. Cook. Sure.

Mr. Weber. Okay. How do we effectively call them out and make them pay a price to change that strategy?

Mr. Schanzer. Look, with Iran and Sudan, we have already done that, right? We have called them state sponsors of terrorism. We have got sanctions, regimes, against them, and we have taken measures to isolate them. And I think we have done a fairly effective job, maybe not effective enough with regard to Iran and its nuclear program, but certainly we have given it a good college try.

With regard to Qatar and Turkey, we have not even started to call them out. I can’t stress this enough. We know that Hamas operatives are operating there in the light of day, and we know that money is flowing from these two countries to Hamas. We know, by the way, that there is other support that they are providing to other terrorist organizations in Syria right now, the same
groups that we are trying to combat, and in some cases their policies have led to the rise of ISIS.

That border policy on Turkey—I mean, again, it has been one of the most dangerous things I have seen in the last 2 years, and the Turks have gotten away with it. They continue to—I think to have a loose border policy.

These are all issues that I think we have neglected to say publicly. The moment we begin to do that is I think the moment that these countries begin to second-guess the policies that they have adopted. I think that up until now it has been the quiet approach, asking them nicely. That has not worked. It is time to step up the pressures.

Mr. Weber. Mr. Jorisch?

Mr. JORISCH. I agree. When it comes to Iran, Mr. Weber, Iran is the most dangerous player out there. They fund not only Hamas, they fund Hezbollah, tens of millions of dollars go every year—rather, hundreds of millions of dollars a year go to Hamas, hundreds of millions of dollars go to Hezbollah. If you rank them by order, you have Iran, as Dr. Schanzer points out, which is number one, and the rest in falling order of importance.

We are not leveraging our banking sector enough. We have not——

Mr. Weber. So you would say that that is the top chair, whether we would want to bring a U.N. resolution, whether we would want to do other things, make the statement from the administration and/or Congress. Don't want it to be said that Congress wasn't doing anything. Well, that is a shock.

You would say that—do it through the banking system, number one.

Mr. JORISCH. Yes.

Mr. Weber. Number two?

Mr. Jorisch. Ironically enough, we don't actually have an effective messaging system to that part of the world. Our television station that broadcasts into the Arab world today, not terribly effective. The radio station that broadcasts into the Arab world today, not terribly effective either. Until we basically flood the Arab media—and I mean Al Jazeera, el Arabia, and others, with some of the smartest guys in the room, to articulate U.S. foreign policy, we are not playing the game.

Mr. Weber. Okay. Dr. Cook?

Mr. COOK. Let me say that I am in general agreement with what Dr. Schanzer has said on these issues, but I want to broaden it. And I think we should understand that not only is it just Qatar or Turkey or Iran, but it is individuals throughout the region that are contributing to these groups, to Hamas, to ISIS, to all kinds of jihadi groups. And that makes it a bigger problem than just censoring one or the other or ranking these countries.

Mr. WEBER. So do you designate those individuals?

Mr. COOK. I think that in certain places we do have to designate certain individuals who do it, but I think that the idea that we can get after every single one of them is a fool's errand. It is important——
Mr. Weber. Well, obviously, you can’t get after them, to use your term, but, I mean, you can take them—they can’t visit certain countries. You can do all of those things.

Mr. Cook. I think the large numbers—with respect, sir, with the large numbers of people who do contribute to these groups, I think it is beyond the scope of everybody that we could designate.

My point in raising it is to suggest that this is a larger problem than just either one government or another government or not. Let me also amplify something that Dr. Schanzer said. I think that we have been, as I said in my written testimony, far too solicitous of the Turkish Government.

He and I disagree—he and I disagree over whether the Qataris are pragmatic or not, but the Turks have in a sense taken this on in an ideological kind of way, in their support for Hamas. And the administration has put too much emphasis on private communication. As Dr. Schanzer said, their border policy has been terrible. The kind of rhetoric coming out of Ankara from the most senior leaders of the government have created an environment of hostility in the region that has done nothing but advance their own domestic political agenda.

I think it is important for the United States to call them out on that issue in particular. I don’t think, though, that we should fool ourselves into believing that once we do that that they are going to change. I think it is important for us in terms of our values and what we stand for in order to do those things, but it is not necessarily going to make them change.

Mr. Weber. Okay. Well, I am out of time, so we are going to conclude this hearing. Thank you for your testimony. We appreciate you all.

[Whereupon, at 12:11 p.m., the subcommittees were adjourned.]
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Throughout its history, Hamas has demonstrated that it is an organization that serves the narrow purpose of violence above all else. From its promises of government administration to its dealings with Israel and the Palestinian Authority, Hamas has sacrificed even basic human needs to its violent mission. Since its origins as an opposition force to Yasser Arafat’s secular Fatah movement, Hamas has cultivated its own brand of violent insurgency to galvanize broader support for its anti-Israeli activities. With Hamas, violence is both a means and an end.

The U.S. has identified Hamas as the perpetrator of attacks on Israeli civilian and military targets by means of suicide bombings, improvised explosive devices, shootings, and rocket launches. It is with this in mind that on October 8, 1997, the U.S. Secretary of State designated Hamas as a foreign terrorist organization in accordance with section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act. This designation is applied with the stated intention that it will, among other things, “stigmatize and isolate the organization internationally, and deter donations or contributions to and economic transactions with the organization.”

At today’s hearing, we will examine how Hamas has sustained its mission despite consistent and ongoing efforts to marginalize and disarm the organization.

As I mentioned previously, Hamas has on repeated occasion used armed conflict to build support for its violent brand of opposition. When even Palestinian rivals have opted for engagement, it has drawn a line of distinction with its competitors through armed attacks. It did this as the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) negotiated with Israel under Yasser Arafat, and it has occupied a similar niche opposite President Mahmoud Abbas. This dynamic changed little even under the auspices of the unity government formed in June 2014, and it was on full display during the recent conflict with Israel.

It is estimated that Hamas currently operates with an annual budget of $500 million - $1 billion. The official 2014 budget submitted by the Hamas government in Gaza totaled $894 million. As has been the case in previous years, domestic revenue was projected to cover roughly 30% of expenses. Before the unity government was formed, Hamas government employees went without a paycheck for four months. However, as Operation Protective Edge began, Hamas mustered the resources for a sustained conflict and fired thousands of rockets indiscriminately at Israeli civilian targets even as the conflict exacted a significant cost on the people and infrastructure of Gaza.

Traditional terrorism funding sources, some of which Hamas has pioneered, partially make up the organization’s budget deficit and fund the capabilities that perpetuate conflict. Tax assessments on local populations, international fundraising, self-generated capital via criminal
activity, and support from foreign states have all been identified by the U.S. Department of the Treasury as ways in which Hamas funds its activities. Iran, the traditional heavyweight in the field of terrorism financing, is actually challenged for supremacy in the effort to fund and arm Hamas. As Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence David Cohen stated in March, “distressingly, Iran is not the only state that provides financial support for terrorist organizations. Most notably, Qatar, a longtime U.S. ally, has for many years openly financed Hamas.”

The U.S. has been careful to cultivate a diversity of alliances around the globe predicated on a variety of interests and needs. Alliances that require the U.S. to balance our security interests and those of our allies with immediate strategic needs cannot go untended. In the case of Qatar, we acknowledge support for Hamas while relying heavily on the operation of al Udeid Air Base west of Doha. We must continue to project that a strong relationship with the United States is in and of itself a path to influence and economic prosperity. Where that is in doubt, our terms must be clearly explained. A supportive relationship with a foreign terrorist organization is simply not appropriate for allies of the U.S.

Hamas is a particularly troubling cause. The role it plays in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict creates a multiplier effect for its propensity to stoke anger and bolster the recruitment efforts of terrorist organizations in the region. I look forward to hearing from our witnesses today on how our bilateral and multilateral relationships can be strengthened to the detriment of organizations like Hamas. There is little purpose served in providing standing or credibility to organizations that exist to perpetuate conflict.